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Up In Lights
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Live Nativity on hold for 2005

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times Photo
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Customers crowd Ky. malls
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Crowds were up across Kentucky
on Friday as shoppers indulged in the traditional postThanksgiving buying spree.
Retailers said it was too early to say how many customers
they would have — or how much money they would spend. But
most agreed that early crowd estimates looked better than the
disappointing teturns in 2004.
In Louisville, the Mall St. Matthews had more ctaCimers than
last year. but less than were hoped for. tsaid General Manager
90 percent full, about 10
David Jacoby. The parking lots were.
percent less than retailers had hoped.
Across the state in Pikeville, South Side Mall manager Diann
Hannah said high gas prices helped give retailers there an unexpected uptick. Shoppers who in past years drove to malls in West
Virginia stayed closer to home, she said. Some 2,500 people had
come in before noon.
In Paducah. Kentucky Oaks Mall saw a big upswing from last
year. with about 1,000imore shoppers, said Neesha Sherrill, the
mall's assistant marketing director. The mall averages 25,000 to
35,000 people on the day after Thanksgiving, she said.
In Bowling Green, more than 1,000 people had lined up outside a Best Buy by 3 a.m. Some people came out with tents and
heaters Thanksgiving night.
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By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
The Coles Campground United Methodist
Church Live Nativity scene — a popular holiday
event in Calloway County for the past 20 years —
will .not be held this year. according to David
Stewart, pastor.
"The Nativity scenes have been well received
for a long time, but they have required a lot of
work. Unfortunately, we have an aging congregation and that is a concern for us," he said. "Most
of the people who have been involved with the
production through the years were in their 50s
when we started. Now they are in their 70s. We
just don't have that many younger people to help
with staging such an elaborate event."
However, there is hope that the Live Nativity
scenes are not totally gone. He said perhaps, at a
future time, the church might again sponsor the
holiday attraction. But, for now, he said the
church felt like it was a good idea to stop on a
high note.
"It's been a great 20 years. Maybe later on, a
few years down the road, when we get more
- young people, we can do it again," Stewart said.
Stewart, who has been pastor at the church since
2001, said one of the highlights of the production

for him has been the-children. "Just seeing their
faces caused so much excitement, especially
when they would see the camels.They enjoyed all
of the animals, but it seems like the caniels really
.
got their *attention."
He said the Nativity scenes have been # wonderful outreach tool Tor the church, but there am ,no
' -_
plans to,replace it with anything else._
"We are looking at the future. but•we have no
'
•
immediate projects in pike.d the first
presente
was
Nativity
The annual Live
weekend in December and portrayed the Biblical
characters of the Christirias Story. They have .r years; but a better
called it the Live Nativity I
t have been "The
mi
repotted
was
title, it
Christmas Story", because there $.vere six. scenes
portraying the scriptures leading to the birth of
.
.,
Jesus
.
17mi_
8111_1_7_
"It was basically a walk through
---said.
StewartStewart said the production originally had three
scenes, then grew to seven. Among the scenes
were the angel appearing to Mary. Joseph and the
shepherds: Joseph and Mary finding no room in
the inn where Mary rides a donkey: the Wisemen
and catnels following the star: and finally the
manger scene with the babe. Joseph. Mary. the
•
Wisemen, shepherds. angel arid animals.

Teens can help put end to alcohol abuse
By TOM BERRY
staff Writer
In an effort to reduce — if
not end — alcohol abuse by
underage drinkers, members of
the Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention
are planning to move forward
soon with a strategy that will
call on the aid of the county's
high and middle school students.
ASAP Project Director
Dottie Kraemer announced her
intention to spearhead the effort
following a briefing by Sandra
Murphree, manager of the
Kentucky Cabinet for Families
Alcohol
and Children's
Prevention Enhancement Site
program, at the. Murray
Independent Board of Education
office last week. Education, law
enforcement, court, corrections,
local government, and civic
leaders that are members of the
ASAP board attended the meeting.
During the meeting,
Murphree presented strategies
and tactics proven effective in
fighting alcohol use among
young people. including college
students and other drinkers
under age 21. Her recommendations emphasize getting young

people
involved in
the fight.
"Your
kids in this
community
know more
about this
you
than
she
do,"
"I
said.
Murphee
encourage
you to get these kids involved."
Murphree suggested the use
of surveys and teen forums to
gather information that might be
useful in fighting underage
drinking because they . know
more about where they get and
where they drink alcohol.
"Your high school and college kids are not getting the
alcohol at the local convenience
store because you don't sell it
here," she pointed out."Most of
the time they're getting it right
out of their own homes or from
the homes of friends with parents that drink."
Kraemer announced after the
meeting that she intended to
implement some of Murphree's
suggestions and work methodically toward reducing if not
ending underage alcohol abuse
among the county's young peo-

pie with the aid of volunteers.
"We're beginning to work
with a group of young people
called the Leadership Tomorrow
alumni," Kraemer said. "We're
going to meet with them (this)'
week and this will be one of the
things we are going to talk
about. They are interested in
getting together and working on
some things in our conimunity."
,Kraemer noted that those
providing alcohol to the underaged are -not only breaking the
law, but putting young people at
risk emotionally. mentally. and
physically.
"Giving beer to someone
underaged is putting them at
risk," she said. "Alcohol
reduces inhibitions. By giving
them alcohol it could lead to
sexual activity putting them at
risk of pregnancy."
She said the abuse of alcohol
among children as young as II
and 12 years old has been
reported in the county.
Some of the tactics suggested
by Murphree to keep underage
drinkers away from alcohol
include:
111 keeping adults under 21
years of age out of bars or away
from bars in restaurants authorized to serve alcohol.

▪ increasing legal penalties
for those that purchase alcohol
for the underage and the businesses that sell without checking identification.
•an increase in compliance
checks by law enforcement
agencies and identifying establishments that sell alcohol to the
underaged.
•keg registration. Murphree
said giving kegs a registration
number would allow the prosecution of adults that supply
alcohol to the underaged even if
they are not at home at the time
of the offense.
"There is currently no law- in
Kentucky that would punish
parents that allow kids to consume alcohol on their property."
she said. "It could be very effective in dry counties."
Murphree said a significant
increase in taxes on alcohol
would also help keep it out of
the hands of underage drinkers
by raising the cost.
"Not long ago if you had
asked me if it would ever happen I would have said no. but
the state is looking at raising
taxes on alcohol in the very near
future.- Murphree said.
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Runes
Digital cameras 1.0"
Sammy D. Wheeler
This week we are starting a
three-part discussion on digital
cameras. Thanks goes to
Michael Carr for the his information in the website
http://c.uneras.about.com/cs/ch
oosingacamera/ht/selectcamera
.htm . Additional sources can
be found at
http://cameras.about.com/od/di
gitalcamera101/ .
Trying to figure out which
digital camera is right for you
can be very intimidating. There
are just so many factors.
Hopefully, the following pointers can help you make sense
out of all the confusion:
I. Determine how much
money you want to spend.
Setting a budget, or at least a
budget range, will help you
avoid cameras that you can't .
afford. You can more easily target which models are affordable for you.
2. Carefully consider
what you will usually be photographing. Is it family pictures
of the kids playing? Will you
be traveling often, and shooting
landscapes? Look for cameras
that have the best features for
. your needs. For instance, if you
typically shoot sports and
action, find a camera that can
shoot at high speeds.
3. What is your experience level? If you are a beginner, look for models that seem
easy to use. Go to the stores
and handle the cameras personally. Find a camera that is automated for things like flash,
aperture, and so on. If you are
more experienced, you will
want a camera that gives the
user more control.
4. Figure out what your
photo printing needs are. For
casual use and simply sharing
4x6 vacation photos with family, a basic 2-megapixel model
is perfectly fine. If you plan to
make larger prints, and make
them frequently. you will need
more megapixels. The term
megapixel refers to the number
of dots that make up the picture. The more dots the sharper
andnaire detailed the picture
5. .How do you plan to
store your images? If you have
a computer with very little
memory available and no CD
burner. I don't recommend getting that hot. cool 7-megapixel
camera esen if your budget
_ allOws it. TheirnaeswiHbe..
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Separate incidents claim soldiers
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First Baptist Church
Murray, KY
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$50 more!
Save $120 on quarter page ads now

Call 753-1916 today!
Special good ONLY on ads that will run on or before Nov. 30. Not
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n
betwee
other discount. Ads WILL NOT be shared

The Murray Christmas Festival
Sunday, December 4 • 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
203 South Fourth Street

— -

For free ticket information, please call the church office at 753-1854
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Cain's donating to Iacocca
Foundation for research
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In honor of National
Diabetes Month in November.
Cain's. Incorporated will contribute SI for every Chrysler.
Jeep® and Dodge vehicle sold
to the Iacocca Foundation's
JoinLeeNo•w
( www.J o inLeeNow.orgi
fundraising campaign to raise
money for diabetes research.
This partnership will run
through the end of 2006.
"Diabetes strikes all demographics. from those living in
Murray. nationally and around
the world.": said Jack Cain of
Cain's. Incorporated. "We are
pfoud to donate $1 for every
Chrysler. Jeep and Dodge vehicle sold, to do our part to help
this great cause and find a cure
for those suffering from this
devastating disease."
Cain's. Incorporated will help
the Iacocca Foundation achieve
its goal of finding a cure for diabetes, a disease that kills more
than 200.0(X) people in the
United States annually and
causes health complications
including blindness, amputations. heart disease, nerve damage and kidney failure.
The Iacocca Foundation's
JoinLeeNow initiative is half
way to reaching its goal of funding a clinical trial for a potential
cure for type I diabetes. a treat-

ment that has been found to successfully cure diabetes in mice.
"I promised my late wife that
I would help to find a cure for
type I diabetes in my lifetime. I
feel like - we are finally close.
I'm very grateful for everything
Cain's. Incorporated is doing to
help us reach our goal." said Lee
Iacocca. Chairman of the
Iacocca Foundation.
Launched in August of 2004.
JoinLeeNow has raised six of
the II milliondollars it needs to
fund a clinical trial at
Massachusetts General Hospital
that will be conducted by Dr.
David Nathan and Dr. Denise
Faustman. The first phase of the
clinical trial program will test a
potential cure for type I diabetes.
The clinical trial is based on
research by Dr. Faustman that
has been almost exclusively
sponsored by the Iacocca
Foundation . This research has
significant implications to the
future of diabetes treatment, but
also to autoimmune diseases.
.
including rheumatoid arthritis.
multiple sclerosis and lupus.
For more information about
the Iacocca Foundation and diato
go
betes,
www.joinleenow.org.

e-mail: alttiourraylediper.toak
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open house at their new location
Monica Griffin and staff of Profiles would like to invite everyone to their
3. Stop by for all kinds of holiDec.
y,
Saturda
s"
Holiday
the
for
Home
"Shop
on the court square during
care needs at 753-9161.
nail
or
hair
day specials. Contact Monica, Alice, Tonya, or Valerie for all your
III Murray State Commencement.
•Hazel Antique Dealer's Open
a.m. - 2 p.m.; Dec. 18, I - 4 p.m.: Dec.
i
RSEC.
10
3,
Dec.
House, downtown Hazel,.
23. 1 - 4 p.m.: Dee. 24. 11 a.m. 2
IN Christmas ii1 the Park - A Festival
p.m.
5
a.m.
p.m.
of Lights. through Dec. 2S,6 - 9 p.m
•The Gift. First Baptist Church •
III Dickens Alley hosted by Murray
Needline donations accepted.
4
Dec.
n.
productio
musical
s
Christma
alley
and
square
Main Street, court
at
available
tickets
Free
p.m.
7
at 5 &
behind Maple St., Dec. 2 - 3. 5 p.m.
Welcome New Chamber
II Downtown Churches Fund-raiser. FBC office by calling 753-1854.
4.
Dec.
Expo,
MSU
s,
Motocros
•
Members
Old Post Office,join First Baptist.
•Murray Art Guild Open House &
II Brenda Rowland, Century 21 First Christian and First Methodist
Reception, 103 North 6th St.. Dec. 4. 2 Loretta Jobs Realtors, sales associate,
Women's groups to benefit MCCH
- 4 p.m.. exhibit open through Dec. 16. 301 N. 12th St., Murray. 753-1492 or
Hospice, Dec. 2. 5 - 8 p.m.
•Medicare Part D Pharmacy
293-1308.
•The Nutcracker. Lovett
Seminar, Center for Health &
•Profiles, Monica Griffin. hair
Auditorium. MSU. Dec. 2, 7:30 p.m.
Wellness, Dec. 6, 9:30 - I 0:30,a.m..
salon. II6S. th St.. Murray.
•Murray Independent Filmmaker
register at 762-1348.
9161.
Association hosts 6th annual Student
•It's A Wonderful Life, Playhouse
3.
Curris
2
Dec.
Festival,
Film
in the Park. Dec. 8- 18, 759-2199 for
Center Theater, doors open at 6:30
Upcoming Ribbon Cuttings .
tickets.
p.m., films at 7 p.m.. open to public.
m Twin Lakes d.b.a. Petter Business
▪ Hanging of the Green. Curris
free admission.
Systems. 516 Main St.. Dec. IS. 1:30
Center, MSU. Dec. 8, 5•p.m.
IN Rotary Ham Breakfast. Paglials.
p.m.(new business partnership).
•Breakfast with Santa, Murray
Dec. 3. 6 - 9:30 a.m.
Woman's Club. Dec. 10.9:30 11:30
•Weave a Scarf in a Day
For more information on becoming
a.m.
3.
Dec.
Guild,
Art
Workshop. Murray
a member of the Murray-Calloway
•AQHA Horse Show. MSU Expo. County Chamber of Commerce or
9 a.m. - I p.m.. $20 members/$25 non10- II.
Dec.
.
members
hostin.s; a Chamber event contact Tal,
▪ Kappa Tour of Homes, four local
II "Shop Home for the Holidays",
Brockman or Lisa Satterwhite at 7.5_
homes featured. Dec. I I, I - 4 p.m..
court square. Dec. 3.9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
5171.
.
753-5023
Murray
d
•Rotary Old Fashione
The
the
at
Eve
s
III Christma
Christmas Parade. Main St., Dec. 3, 10
Homeplace. LBL. Dec. 17
a.m.

Haunted Halls Presentation

GREG TRAVIStedger & Times
Photo

Alicia Stilwell, general manager of AmeriHost-Inn of
Murray (front left) presents
the proceeds from the
Halls
Haunted
recent
Halloween event to Aimee
Henley. treasurer of the
438th MP Co. Family
Readiness Group. Stilwell
said the seventh annual
event drew nearly 5.000
people to the motel. The
entire first floor was decorated and vendor/business
representatives passed out
items to those attending.
Stilwell said this was the
second year for proceeds
to be donated to the 438th
with this year's donation
being S434.50. Joining
Stilwell for the presentation
were employees and staff
of AmeriHost.

Nobody can.protect your

HOMEany better than we can!

Kopperud Realty's
Nomy 31112 CORRA

Look to us for quality Homeowners Insurance, including
Renters and Condominium Package Plans. We feature vetAttractive rates, discounts, and valuable additional items such
is Inflation Protection. Call us today.

McNutt Insurance
118 South 5th St.• Murray • 753-4451
Westside • Court Square

Your best insurance
IS a good agent
_fiSTATE MITO'
-1_, •
1.116

14•• .

1-nords you cid, COpery,
,

1219 Dogwood
Great Location, Quiet and Convenient, Beautiful
Lot! Large living room and a dining room big
enough for the whole family. Great storage, gas
heat and central air and a carport. A MUST TO
SEE!! $120,000 mls #29216

Dan McNutt, AA]

Greg McNutt

Mike Young
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A real turkey
from the GOP
But it gets worse. With the
Just in time for
transition from analog TV to
Thanksgiving, warm-hearted
digital TV three years away
Republicans in the House of
from reality, are there really
Representatives have come up
people who can't afford to set
with a genuine turkey for the
aside about $7 a year for the
nation's taxnext three years so they'll have
payers to
the money to pay their share of
swallow - a
the subsidized price of a $60
bill to ladle
convener box by December
out a whop2008?
ping $830
House Democrats appear not
million to
to think so. They want more
millions of
money. According to the AP.
Americans to
Democrats are complaining that
pay for conthe GOP subsidy for convener
verting their
boxes is too stingy. It would
Making TV sets to
pay for about 10 million
only
highreceive
Sense
households, half the number of
tech digital
By Michael
homes that would need them.
transmisReagan
Moreover, consumer groups say
sions.
Syndicated
$830 million would cover
the
bill
A
Columnist
only about a quarter of homes.
passed on
-The funding level provided
Friday before the members ran
inadequate to ensure
woefully
is
at
ing
Thanksgiv
spend
to
off
that consumers aren't forced to
home and brag about how they
reach into their wallets to faciliare cutting spending (while
bringing home the federal bacon tate the government's mandated
transition to digital television,"
to their districts), requires TV
Jeannine Kenney of Consumers
allto
broadcasters to switch
Union, the publisher of
digital transmissions by
Reports whined to
Consumer
2(108.
December
Some 21 million households the AP.
But the House Republicans
are dependent on free, over-theand their Democrat colleagues
air TV. and will need converter
are mere pikers compared to
boxes to keep receiving their
their opposite numbers over in
television signals after the
the Republican-controlled
sw itch to all-digital TV transSenate. The AP reported that
mission. The Associated Press
Senators want to lay out all of
that cable and satellite cusbillion to subsidize the cost
$3
affected.
w ill not be
of TV set conversion.
In the House. Republicans
Who are these people?
a-lattnetl-they don't expect
Where did they get the idea that
ealthier Americans to request
every American has a right to
,oupons for the boxes. so they
digital television?
expect the $830 million would
I've been trying to find a
co% er those homes that really
in the Constitution that
clause
need help.
In one fell swoop, these gen- decrees that the federal governerous members of the party ded- ment is responsible for providing the kind of infotainment
icated to restraining needless
now available from television. I
crehave
spending
t
!iivernmen
can't find it anywhere in that
ated a.whole new category of
welfare clients people with the hallowed document.
My father used to say,
soon-to-be-outdated analog TV
"When they pay you not to
%ets who are digitally impaired
work, why work?" By the same
and unable to cough up the esti--mated-10-50444-$60-wstfor_a_con, token, when they pay you to_ .
watch TV why pay for it yourvalet- box. So the government
self?
will fork over $40 and the TV
Happy Thanksgiving.
ners will have to come up
America.
with the other $10 or $20.
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Our Elected Officials

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
-301 Cannon House Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

www house govwhitfield

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-4343
www jim bunning@bunning.senate.gov

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)

361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington 8)

4‘42071-1040
/
• Nlorray, 11
littnell
Phony (270i 733-191()• Fax (270) 753-1927
110ti. Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 3 p.m • Closed Sat. & Sun.

Biding His time, He tolerates our quesMy first 18 years were spent in the flat
tions and our answers, waiting for it to
sameness of the rusty land of West
become self-evident to us, as He intended
Tennessee where the Weather provides a
by setting His evidence in His weather and
candy-box sampler, selected notions of
His land, that specialness in man doesn't
ate
what in conglomer
come from bloodlines and inheritance, nor
bits there can be found
from contracts and match-up mating, nor
only in parts, and thus, in
from luck or chance, nor from fences and
contrast of variegated
inventories, nor even from lifetimes of
weather to unvarying
labor.
land and tO the preWhat makes Man above men here is
dictability of Florida Still
else, as if the Owner said to His
something
or Chicago wind, permits
weather, Go forth (snow and ice to the
that patch on the world's
north, water and fire to the south) as My
knee to serve as reminder
tests and be a controlled crucible wherein to
that the only thing to take Southern
cross-examine My people, a test-tube
for granted is that nothSeen
wherein are poured upon the leavening
ing can be taken for
By Larry
instincts of men all the leveling conditions granted at all, a lesson
McGehee
of My time and nature, to see if any are yet
learned by deduction
Syndicated
able to rise above others after the egalitarifrom the data of days in
Columnist
an buffeting they take from My four eleprowhich this weather
ments of fire, wind, earth and water, drives
vides. even simultaneousinto democratic supineness, seasoned_
-them
snow--rain,
wind.
and
,
moonlight
ly, sun and
by my Seasons.
and sleet, tornado. rainbow, baseball-sized
We have His promise that His tests can
hail, and even a few New Madrid tremors
and the evidence is those few
passed,
be
into
for extra spice. turning West Tennessee
who have passed them and live among us,
a weathering and weathered mudflat of
l-witnesses who in the midst of monotomountains made level and valleys made
nous mud mediocrity and visible by their
planes by erosion-arid-truptionwhere rains
contrast to it, testify and personify a spefall equally and impartially in justice and
in men and
injustice upon just and unjust alike and lace cialness that endures and recurs
virtue
visible
of
ness
uncommon
an
women,
strings,
stream
swollen
with
us all together
and of innocence-retained and Paradisewhile tornadoes touch down with random
unlost that causes them to stand apart as
pogo-stick hops on indiscriminate and
legends of no less scale than Ulysses,
local
boughs
undiscriminating place or class, and
even if unrhymed and unsung, and who are
bow low under winter ices on big lawns
no less legendary even then, since the hunand shanty lots alike, and lightning strikes
dred-pound catfish at river's bottom, unseen
no differently upon farmer on tractor than
and uncaught, solely sufficient unto itself.
of
plots
mudpie
the
upon golfer at tee, and
still serves us as legend because we sense
both patrician and plehian hake in the same
its presence.
soft
and
e.
temperatur
oven at the same
Or perhaps what He wanted was not so
snowdrifts make cotton-gin floors of everyto test as to teach us, and so he creatmuch
rencepost
fluffiness
with
g
thing, obliteratin
us this sandbox, to learn from it
for
ed
to
property lines dividing mine from thine.
striving in it) that superiority is
(through
and:
nernan's-l
one
lands
our
make
but an accolade without honoright,
a
not
the
to
And this weather thus points us
rarium, reserved for those few who wind
land's original Owner, who retains title
around the sandtraps of erosion's course
while suffering us, whom he appointed and
without tumbling into its gullies, and across
anointed its stewards, to rape virgin forests
bottom marshes without bending, or
the
one
beat
to
and
and to best dumb beasts
who, transplanting themselves from farms
another, so that we can make the laws and
into towns, endure and surmount those
the boundaries we demand to answer our
more unnatural and more human (and more
own perpetual and perpetuated question of
s because they are human) urban
treacherou
down
passed
first."
he
shall
us
of
"Which
of wind, rain, earth and,fire .
ts
counterpar
from Cain and Abel to Jacob and Esau on
that are avarice, pride. cruelty and apathy.
to James and John, and to us.

Standing apart from us and above us
although made of the same stuff as we,
some few prove exceptional-by showing
the acceptable unacceptable and thereby
earning the right to take exception. Such
specialness is something earned, not something predestined nor drawn in a raffle, not
something that can be stolen or voted upon..
The Elect elect themselves.
But still, He obviously meant Possibility
for the many, because what is uncommon in
the few at one point is common to all, the
evidence being that each of us recalls having it once and where we lost it. As Creator,
He distributes freely the freedom to endure
and to excel, but then, as Judge. He holds
us accountable for how the freedom given
in common to all is used or abused by each.
Since so few of us wind up with anything
left of His gift, one might reason that He as
Judge would be embarrassed by Himself as
Creator, but the fault is not in Him or in
all
flaw
some
. in his original cast die (else
_
would falter, but a coliSpiCutitTglew do-nott
but rather in ourselves for losing our freedom at our own hands, as we lose escaping
Junebugs whirring away from us with our
thin threads still tied to their hind legs and
only ourselves to blame for letting them go.
We can't impute blame to Eden's errant
First Parents, and most especially not to the
Parent of those Parents who did all He
could for us at the outset (and in each -creation since) by giving us gifts of freedom
and honor befitting His off-spring, but left
it to us to use the freedom-gift to protect
the honor-gift. He would not sully His own
honor by playing Indian-giver with ours; if
He plays any part at all in our loss, it is in
creating neutral anvils against which we
beat and reshape his gifts.
One other gift He gives all: those few
years of grace in which He withholds judgment until we reach age. But for most of us.
after His gift of honor disappears as we age.
He calls in his loan of innocence and gives
it to the newborn. Our souls' virginity evaporates, remembered and regretted, almost
irretrievable.
Everyone is weathered, but only the few
weather. The bookends of innocent youth
and scarred age are the parentheses at the
opposite ends of our lives within which we
stand or fall.
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MINIMI111011111111111111111
CUBS meeting will be held
at church on Wednesday

COMMUNITY
Engagement

111111111.11111111111111111111111111..1111111111MIMM
SeniefActivities

BY TERI COBB
Activities director
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens are located at 607
CUBS will meet Wednesday at noon at
St., Murray. Our phone number is 753-0929. Lunch is
Poplar
the Glendale Road Church of Christ. The
served daily at 11:30 am. for a suggested donation of $130.
focus of this meeting will be health issues
We offer transportation .on a daily basis from 9 to 12:30
.
of vital concern to all community residents
p.m. If you live in the city limits and need a ride to our cenSusan Zepeda, new executive director of
the doctor, grocery store, bank or pharmacy. please call at
ter,
y,
Kentuck
a
for
Healthy
the Foundation
least one day ahead of time to schedule your nde.
will be a special guest. She will share inforOur exercise room is open Monday through Friday from 8
of
KenHealth
common
the
about
mation
to 4:30 p.m. Those who are 60 and older are ins ited to
a.m.
tucky Initiatise which has featured Murexercise at no cost, as well as take ads antage of beginning
ray. Updates on local initiatives will also
computer classes we have to offer. Contact the center for more
be presented.
Jo's
information.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is
Datebook sponsori
Activities and menus for the week of Nov. 28 to Dec. 2
be prowill
and
meeting
ng
the
By Jo Burkeen
have been released as follows:
viding lunch. Please e-mail Michelle Hansen
Community
Monday events include Armchair Aerobics at 8:k or 9:30
762or
call
ky.us
ay.k12.
at mhansen@callow
Editor
Stride with Pride Walkers will leave at 10 a.m.. Bingo at
a.m.,
7333 if you wish to have lunch so that
12:30 p.m., Beginning Line Dancing at 1:30 p.m. and Advanced
enough food will be available for everyone.
Line Dancing at 2 p.m. Fish patty, white beans, tomatoes and
okra, corn bread, margarine and peaches will be on the lunch
menu.
Tuesday events include Strength and Stretch Class form 8
Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will be at
9 p.m. a.m. in the gym, Devotion time at 10 a.m., Health
to
Frithe club house from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
for Women at 10:30 a.m., Pink Pong at 12:30 p.m.
Lifestyles
day, to distribute the recently published book, "Family Histoin the gym and Caregivers Support Group at 12:30 p.m. in the
education room. On the lunch menu will be Swiss steak with
vegetable gravy. au gratin potatoes, broccoli, biscuit. marganne
and chocolate pudding.
Wednesday events include Armchair Aerobics at 8:30 to 9:30
Murray Youth Swim Team will have a rebate day and
a.m.. Stride with Pride Walkers at 10 a.m.. Powder Putt Pool
evening at Captain D's on Monday from 10:30 a.m. to 10
play from 10 to 11:30 a.m., Pinochle Club at noon, and those
p.m. Customers are asked to tell the cashier, they want their
who have signed up for the Paducah .Shopping Trip should be
receipt to support MYST - the swim team.
prepared to leave the center at 8:30 a.m. Sloppy Joe sandwich, potato logs, slaw, bun, margarine and apple crisp will be
on the lunch menu.
Thursday events include Strength and Stretch Class at 8
Woodmen of the World Lodge No. 827 will meet Monday
Lowry
C.C.
and shuffleboard League play beginning at 9:30 a.m. On
on
a.m.
Center
ice
Hall/Serv
Harmon
at 6 p.m. at the
menu will be baked lasagna, tossed salad, garlic
lunch
be
the
will
Drive, Murray. Candice Winebarger and Linda Fain
Mark and Jackie Thweatt of Benton announce the engage- bread, margarine and spiced fruit.
hostesses.
ment and approaching marriage of their daughter, Carissa
Friday events include Armchair Aerobics at 8:30 or 9:30
Thweatt, to Brad Darnall. son of Larry and Carolya Darnall of a.m., Stride with Pride Walkers at 10 a.m., Board games will
begin in the education room at 9:30 at p.m. and Open Bridge
Benton.
the
Myrlin
with
and
Sunday
on
Headley
day
of
ghter
rebate
a
have
granddau
will
the
D's
is
at noon. • Sweet sour chicken, rice pilaf, roll, margarine and
Captain
Miss Thweatt
proceeds to go to the Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Cal- Thweatt, Anna Lou Collins and the late John Ed Collins and banana will be on the lunch menu.
.
loway County Hospital. Customers are asked to request the Mary Thweatt, all of Benton.
proceeds to go to the unit when they place their orders.
Mr. Darnall is the grandson of J.C. Darnell and Henry and
Shirley Darnall of Benton, and Kitty Co-pe and the late Ron"Heart Smart- is the pro- Nov. 28 to Dec. 4 have been
nie Cope of Hardin.
High
gram for the menus in the released as follows:
The bride-elect is a 2003 graduate of Marshall County
Senior Adults of First Baptist Church will meet Monday at
Monday - *BBC) chicken,
Techand
ty
Communi
cafeteria of Murray-Calloway
Kentucky
West
noon in the fellowship hall. Ham, bread and drinks will be School and is attending
loaf, smoked sausage,
meat
ddler
infant/to
County Hospital.
d by IKids as an
ut. 'green beans. GerSauerkra
provided with persons to bring vegetables, salads, and/or nical College. She is employe
Anne Newberry, dietitian, man potato salad, 'glazed cardesserts. Boyd Smith will tell about FBC student ministries teacher.
The groom-elect is a 1997 graduate of Marshall County said the menus are designed rots. 'vegetable beef and barand about his trip to the Mississippi Gulf Coast.
y. to help those restricting satu- ley soup.
High School and a 2001 graduate of Murray State Universit
Tuesday - spiral baked ham.
He is employed as a teacher at Calloway County Middle School. rated fats and sodium in their
2005, at 3 p.m. at diets.
17.
and onions, fish filet
liver
Dec.
.
Saturday
be
will
wedding
The
Women of Grace Baptist Church Will have Bible study with
and
macaroni
Menus, subject to occasion- almondine,
Hardin.
near
Church
Baptist
Olive
choir
the
in
p.m.
Charles Long as leader on Monday at 1
al changes. for the week of cheese, mashed potatoes with
invited.
are
friends
and
relatives
All
gravy, *seasoned cabbage. fried
room of the church. Women of all ages are invited.
zucchini, 'chicken noodle soup.
Wednesday - Domino's
pizza, Swiss steak,'oven baked
Marat
a.m.
9
at
be
will
Service"
Greens
the
of
"Hanging
chicken, 'new red potatoes.
tin's Chapel United Methodist Church and at it a.m. at - Good
'baby carrots, garden blend vegShepherd United Methodist Church.
etables, broccoli cheese bites,
taco soup.
Thursday - 'oven roasted
chicken, Sloppy Joe on bun.
Murray Electric Board will have its monthly meeting on
'pork loin, baked beans, yelMonclary at 4 p.m. at- the-Caziolf-Conference room, 205 North
low squash casserole, lender
Fourth St.. spinach. corn fritters, potato
and bacon soup.
Friday - prime sea strips,
beef Stroganoff. 'southwest
Radiology Department of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
the
grilled chicken, also served with
will have a bake sale on Tuesday from 7 to 11 a.m. in
to
baton and cheese, *tender nooprivate dining room of the hospital. All proceeds will go
asparagus-pea casserole,
dles,
Nov.
damaged
Was
home
whose
Smith,
Cindy
fellow employee,
beets. *baked pota*Harvard
Tenn.
Paris.
in
15 by the tornado that touched down
to, Wisconsin cheese soup.
Saturday - 'cabbage roll,
pork cutlet, *Capri blend vegPaglietables, *turnip greens, mashed
Relay For Life Committee _meeting will be Tuesday at
your
place
potatoes and gravy, fried okra,
to
p.m.
5:30
at
come
to
asked
are
ai's. Persons
of the day.
soup
person's
All
p.m.
6
at
begin
food order with the meeting to
Sunday - 'roast turkey
are
Life
for
Relay
2006
the
in
team
a
having
in
interested
breast, tender beef tips with nooHodge
invited to attend. For more information call Kathy M.
corn bread sage dressdles.
at
or
t
at 436-2424 or 759-1884 or e-mail kmhodge@vei.ne
ing, 'green beans, *peas and
www.callowayrelayforlife.org.
carrots, soup of the day.

Alpha Department distributing books

Youth Swim Team plans promotion

WOW Lodge plans meeting

Thweatt and Darnall

Long Term Care Unit plans promotion

liespitalMenus

Senior Adults plan event

Women's Bible Study Monday

'Hanging of Greens' on Sunday

Thanksgiving Dinner Held at Center

Electric Board will meet

Radiology group plans event

Relay for Life meeting Tuesday

is.
te.

sign-up
Need Line plans baskeoft Murray
-Calloway

CounTonia Casey, executive director
a Christneed
will
family
your
or
you
"if
said
Line,
Need
ty
of signmas Food Basket, please come to the last two days
from 10:30 a.m.
up on Monday and Tuesday. Nov. 28 and 29,
bring proof
to 3:30 p.m. at the Need Line office. Persons must
of income and residency.-

y
Library closed until Monda
will be closed

today and
Calloway County Public Library
will
library
The
.
weekend
ving
Thanksgi
this
Sunday during
infor,
For
hours.
of
schedule
reopen on Monday for the regular
mation call 753-2288.

North Council will meetd Decision

Making CounNorth Elementary School Site-base
change of
the
to
due
meeting
called
cil will have a special
school.
the
at
p.m.
5
at
Monday
on
date

East meeting Mondaony Committee of East Elemen-

The Curriculum and Instructi
room 203. This
tary School will meet Monday at 3:30 p.m. in
purchasing.
meeting will he in regard to textbook materials
public.
This is open to the

Creative Arts will meet
the Murray

Woman's Club will
Creative Arts Department of
John Dale will
meet Monday at 9:30 a.m. at the club house.
, Lillie Fuqua
Patterson
Linda
be
will
s
Hostesse
he the speaker.
and Freda Steely.

A Branson-Style Show in Grand Rivers,
entnekyl

1-888-362-4223
www.GrandRiversVariety.com

Priutc provided
gloves, over 70 people from
plastic
with
covered
hands
and
heads
clad
hairnetWith
r Thursday at the Weaks
the Murray-Calloway county community joined togethe
iving meals to peoThanksg
200
over
deliver
and
serve
.
Community Center to prepare
5 to 70. Turkeys,
from
in age
ple throughout the community. The volunteers ranged
als in the
individu
and
s
churche
of
desserts and beverages were donated by a variety
community.

/-44fr
Sewing
by Steven

Is Your Family Complete?
Adoption Assistance, Inc.
Building Families... (*hanging I lye%
Invites you to attend our
FREE Informational meeting

Reed flierio,rs,

"ADOPTION: THE STEP BY
STEP PROCESS"

• Drapery
• Specialty Rods
• Custom Bedding
• Upholstery
• Accessories
• Design Service
• Custom Blinds Available

,Vou. OfItring More Than 1.(1(k)
lithrtC., Including Silk.,
CAU FOR APPOINTMENT

Tuesday, November 29
6:00pm-7:30 pm

111

Hardin Baptist Church- 6867
US Hwy 641S Hardin, KY
Adoption Assistance. Inc. offers
personalized assistance every
step of the way

270-753-6361
READ THE
COMMUNITY
PAGE DAILY

Visit our

website at
www.adoptionassistance.com
Open your heart to an orphan Babies, toddlers
and older children are waiting for homes. Learn
how you can adopt in less than a year!

Friendship isn't
a big thing - it's
a million little
thi ngs. _Author Unknown

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU DEC. 1
MATINEES ON
WED. 11/23 — SUN. 11/27
Walk The Line

PG13 • 12:55 • 3:40 • 7:15 - 9:55
Just Friends
PG13 - 1:20 - 3:25 • 7:30 - 9:35
Chicken Little
G 12:45 - 2:30 4:10 6:55- 8:40
Harry Potter • Goblet of Fire
PG13 - 12:50 • 3:50 - 6:50 - 9:50
Yours, Mine & Ours
PG - 1:30 - 3:30 - 7:10 - 9:05
Zathura

PG - 4:00 - 7:20
Jarhead
R - 1:35 - 9:20
Derailed

R - 1:05 - 3:15 • 7:05 - 9:10
Call 753-3::..:
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Liberty & Justice for UK
Wildcats use strong second half to estinguish flames
LEXINGTON. .Ky. (AP) — Sophomore
forward Bobby Perry. making. his second
career start, scored a career-high 22 points
Friday night to lead No. 7
Kentucky past Liberty 8151.
Rajon Rondo added 13
points, nine assists and
seven rebounds for the
Wildcats (4-1), who
remained undefeated in six
games all-time against Big
South Conference opponents.
Kentucky will play
another Big South team —
coach Tubby Smith's alma
mater, High Point —
Tuesday before a Dec.

showdown with defending national champion North Carolina at Rupp Arena.
Liberty (1-2) returned only one starter
from last season's 13-15 team —:guard
Larry Blair — and while he scored 26
points, he also took 25 of the team's 59
shots. The Flames, whose other loss this season came by 35 points to Virginia, only challenged Kentucky in spurts.
Kentucky posted a season high in points
and went 11-of-26 from 3-point range, the
second straight game in which the Wildcats
reached double figures in made 3-pointers.
Kentucky shot 7-of-14 from 3-point
range in the first half and led 36-28 at halftime. Perry, whose previous career high
came with a 12-point effort in a loss to Iowa
on Monday, scored 14 points in the first 11
1/2 minutes, making his first five shots

including three 3s.
The Flames turned the ball over on their
first four possessions and didn't attempt a
shot until almost 3 minutes into the game.
Blair, a first-team preseason All-Big South
selection, kept Liberty reasonably close with
14 first-half points.
Liberty trailed only 38-30 during the first
minute of the second half before the
Wildcats went on a 15-2 run, giving them a
53-32 lead with 14:39 left. Liberty came no
closer than 18 points after that, and the
Wildcats stretched their lead to as many as
34 points.
Kentucky committed only 11 turnovers
and limited the Flames to 32.2 percent fieldgoal shooting. Besides Blair, only one other'
Liberty player scored in doubk figures -Damien Hubbard. who had 13 points.

"Things have run smooth, and the kids have been great. I couldn't ask for better."
--Calloway County High School Wrestling Coach Dickie Walls

Hitting the mat running

AP Photo

Kentucky's Bobby Perry dunks during the first half
against Liberty Friday in Lexington.

Writing a happy
ending to near
tragedy
CANTON, Texas (AP) — Dallas suburb where Kinne last
Eight months after being gunned coached before moving to
down inside his office by an Canton in 2003.
angry- 'parent, Canton High
"I have instant name recogniSchool football coach Gary Joe tion," Kinne said. "It would be
Kinne is making history in the nice to do something on the field
temporary space he now occu- to back that up, otherwise I'll
just he remembered as the coach
pies.
The school is building him a who got shot. Maybe this can he
new office, equipped with the a better story."
Kinne's temporary office is
-security and door locks that
might have slowed Jeff Doyal sparsely furnished. There's a
Robertson from barging inside baseball bat in one corner, a box
April 7 and firing a single shot on the floor and an 8-by-11
to Kinne's abdomen, leaving framed photo of his highls
him critically wounded and recruited son, quarterback G.J.
bringing tumult to this two - Kinne, standing with Tennessee
coach Phillip Fulmer and a
intersection East Texas town.
In the meantime. Kinne is cache of trophies in a portrait
focusing on his team's unprece- aimed to prod G.J. toward the
dented playoff run — including Volunteers in 2007.
Trophies on Kinne's desk
Canton's upset of defending
Class 3A state champion Gilmer take up the most space. He
cleared room for another last
last week.
Now I I -I. Canton was to week after the defeat of Gilmer,
play the first third-round playoff among the biggest upsets in
- Friday Texas'_glutted high school playgame
against Emory's gains High offs.
School in Mesquite — the •See CANTON Page 7A

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times Photo
Calloway County High wrestling coach Dickie Walls (left) demonstrates a move using an opponenet's arm. Here,
the opponent is Laker Brandon Tibaldi,
By ERIC WALKER
Managing Editor
Dickie Walls has wrestling
in his blood. He wrestled at
Caldwell County 'High SchOol.
Two brothers coach at
Caldwell and Union County. In
Basic Wrestling Rules
tact, there's been a Walls
le
14
weight
classes,
Not participating in a specific weight
wrestling inavestern Kenakkv
in
result
forfeit.
class
can
since the late 1960s.
So forgtte him if he can't •Goal is to pin opponent (hold both shoulders to mat for 2-s
an tor the season to begin seconds).
itost wiTk: not nisi tor his love •Holding opponent's shoulders at 45 angle results in near
of the sport, but also Tor the tall points (depending on time)
inaugural sarsit!, season at MI A take down to gain control of an opponent = 2 points
(
ay County High School.' IN Escape from opponent = 1 pt.
The Lakers hit the mat in a •Reversal = 2 pts.
three-was match against Walls' IN The high score (if no pin) wins.
nails e Caldwell County and •It opponent has more than 16 points against his opponent,
Cmsersity Heights Academy' he is awarded a technical fall.
from llopkinsv ilk. The match •Matches are 6 minutes long (3 2:00 periods).
will begin at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday ▪ Ovdrtime results in 1:00 match and then 0:30 sudden death
at the Calloway. Day Treatment if no winner.
(enter off College Farm Road.
"I'm chomping at the hits," the remaining two classes — since middle school). We may.
said Walls, who has had to get 112 and 215. According to the be new to everyone else, but
certified to coach (his official rules, that automatically puts we're really not a new team."
job is tire marshal with the the Lakers in the hole 12 points
The Lakers joins a traditionMurray Fire Department) and due to forfeitures in those ally strong First Region along
. also get proper licensure to matches.
with four other new: teams —
drive a school bus for away
Other than that — and Walls Owensboro Apollo, Daviess
matches 'on top of finding stressed that students can still County. Ohio County and
equipment. mats and uniforms. • join the team if interested — Henderson County. Others in
"It's been hectic. I've wanted the coach is pleased with how' the regional mix include
to do this a long time."
things are coming together for Caldwell, Christian County.
At least over the past this new year and new sport.
Fort Campbell, Hopkinsville,
,kcade. That's when he first
"Things have run smooth, Paducah Tilghman. Trigg
approached CCHS athletic and the kids have been great. I County. Union County. UHA,
director Bill Cowan about the couldn't ask for better," he and Webster County.
possibilits of forming a said. "We want to win, hut if
Walls said
he feels
wrestling team. But Walls said we don't we'll still be winners Calloway is strongest in the
the timing wasn't right until because of these guys."
middleweight spots from 125three years ago. when a
The bulk of the preseason 152 pounds, as well as the
wrestling club began at has been conditioning and heavyweight class.
Calloway Middle School. learning moves. Walls said that
"We're looking to make a
which attracted about 70 stu- as the season progresses, more good showing." he said of the
dents
time will be spent on actual season. "But until we get into
•ink that there was an
wrestling. But he added that competition. it's hard to predict
interest" Walls recalled
there is experience on the team how we'll do."
That interest has produced despite its makeup of seventh
.For Calloway's opener
17 wrestlers on this first-year through tenth graders.
Tuesday — especially facing a
squad'who will compete in 12
"In the last three weeks, it's 40-man Caldwell roster —
of the .state's 14 weight classes, amazing how they've pro- Walls figures each wrestler will
which range from 103 pounds gressed." he said. "For a lot of get to compete in at least.two
these guys. this is their third matches. Through the I6-date
to heas s weight (275 lbs.).
How es cr. Walls said be year tassociated with the sport' season, he. -estimates . cads
doesn't base wrestlers to fill

Calloway wrestlers prepare for
season-opener Tuesday in triangular
with Caldwell County, University Heights

Laker 2005-06
Wrestling Roster
103 lbs -Jeremy Memo
119 lbs -Brandon ribald
125 Iles -Matthew Okver
130 lbs -Cedric Roberts. David Stroup
135 lbs -Tyler McKinney
140 lbs -Michael Treadway
145 lbs -Dominic Mikulcik
152 lbs -David Stewart. Shaun Sciann
160 lbs -Matthew Fry, Geoffrey
Slayden
171 lbs -Ryan Schoppi. Zachary
Johnson
189 lbs :Jordan Mathis
Heavy (275 lbs. -Kevin Kelly. Wesley
Ports

2005-06 Schedule
Nov 29-Caldwell Co .tUniv Heights
Dec 10-Orange/Black Tourn
Hopkinsville
17-Armstrong Classic. Caldwell Co.
20-UHArPad Lighman/Cald-well,
Caldwell Co
22-Apoiio/Daviess Co
294Hop4onsvele
Jan 6-ApolloDavtess Co
Owensboro Apollo
7-South Spence,Toum. S Spencer
Ind
10-Union Co (JV)
14-Paducah Toum Pad Tilghman
16-UHKHenderson Co UHA
17-Christian Co 'Ohio Co
Hoplunsville
21 -Chnstan Co Invite. Chnstian
24-Ft. Campbell
28-Blue & Grey Toum . Ft Campbell
Feb 4-Union Co . Union Co
II'Regional bourn .Hoplonsville
16-18-State mourn Frankton
Bold-Horne metches
Alt tournaments begin at 9 a m
Home matches begin at 5 30 p m

wrestler will compete in a minimum of 45 matches.
Following the home opener.
the Lakers will have three
dates on the road before returning for back-to-back home
stands Dec. 22 against
Owensboro
Apollo
and
Daviess County (two new
teams) and Dec. 29 versus
Hopkinsville High School.
A JV match is scheduled
against two-time defending
regional champion Union
County on Jan. 10 before the
final home match Jan. 24
against Fort Campbell.
The regional tournament is
Feb. II in Hopkinsville. while
the state tournament is scheduled:Feb: -16-18 in Frankfort.

AP Photo

Canton High School football coach Gary Joe Kinne, left,
talks to a player during a game in Gladewater, Texas,
against White Oak Nov. 11. More than seven months after
Kinne was shot in his office, his assistants remain a first
line for unknown visitors and his health is finally getting
back to normal. Kinne is relieved the trial of the accused
gunman won't begin until next year, and meanwhile he's
found the perfect distraction and balm for this small
town': a 10-1 season, the school's first district title in
decades.

UT cooks Colonels
• Wingate dumps 18 on Eastern
Kentucky, Vols cruise to 92-58 victory
KNOXVILLE. Tenn. (API
— Junior center Major Wingate
scored a career-high 18 points
and grabbed five rebounds to
lead Tennessee to a 92-58 victory over Eastern Kentucky in a
nonconference game Friday
night
Tennessee (3-0) took advantage of 25 turnovers by Eastern
Kentucky (1-3).
The Vols had 21 assists and
13 turnovers. Chris Lofton
added 17 points. C.J. Watson 12
and Andre Patterson 10.
Wingate. whose previous
career high was 14 points
against Kentucky last season,
was 6-of-8 from the floor and
made all six of his foul shots.
Lofton, who hit 4 of 8 shots
from 3-point range, had two
points at halftime and was 0-of- --4-from the floor.
Eastern Kentucky was led by

Mike Rose with 13 points and
Jason McLeish and Alonzo Hird
with 12 each.
Colonels senior guard Matt
Witt. a preseason All-Ohio
Valley Conference first team
selection, was held to six points
on 2-of-8 shooting.
The Vols were 15-of-I9 from
the foul line and the Colonels
were 6-of-12.
Tennessee led 44-29 at halftime. Wingate and Watson were
both 4-4-4 from the field in the
first half. Wingate had 14 points
and Watson 10 at halftime.
The Colonels cut the lead to
46-35 on Hird's hook shot with
16:12 left. Tennessee went on a
13-3 run, taking a 59-38 lead on
Lofton's 3-pointer with 12:35
left to play.
Wingate's layup with 6:14
left put the Votsupty 31 to putit away.

Murray Ledger & Times

No. I Duke
survives
Memphis to
win NIT title
NEW YORK (AP) —
Shelden Williams matched his
career high with 30 points,
including the game-winning tipin with 32 seconds left, to give
No. 1 Duke a 70-67 victory over
No. II Memphis on Friday night
in the championship game of the
NIT Season Tip-Off.
The ,Blue Devils (5-0) didn't
wrap up their third title in the
tournament at Madison Square
Garden right after Williams'
eighth rebound of the game.
Duke's Lee Melchionni was
fouled after grabbing the
rebound of a miss by Memphis'
Darius Washington Jr.. but he
missed two free throws with 11
seconds left. Sean Dockery of
the Blue Devils got the rebound
of the second miss, but he didn't
make the first of his two free
throws. He made the second for
a 70-67 lead and then Memphis
freshman Shawne Williams hit
the rim with a 3-point attempt at
• the buzzer and Duke had the title
to go with the ones in 1985 and
2000.
J.J. Redick had 15 points —
'all in the first half for Duke —
and freshman Josh McRoberts
added 12. The Duke starters
scored all the points for the Blue
Devils, who were without starting guard DeMarcus Nelson,
who is out indefinitely after suffering a hairline fracture of his
right ankle in the 78-68 semifinal win over Drexel.
Williams had 15 points for
the Tigers (3-1), while Rodney
and
12
added
Carney
Washington had II. Memphis
advanced to the final with an 8880 win over No. 16 UCLA in the
semifinals.
Greg Paulus made two free
throws with 5:02 remaining to
give Duke a 64-57 lead.
Memphis then went on a 6-0 run
capped by a layup by
Washington with 3:11 to go.
Dockery hit a 3 from the Corner to make it 67-63 and
Williams tied it himself with a
drive to the basket With 1:07 to
play and two free throws 10 seconds later.

in
The All-Star Cheerleaders from Universal Kentucky Cheer recently competed
Mini
The
Ind.
,
Evansville
in
on
Competiti
Dance
and
Cheer
Jamfest's Halloween
its
Squad (top), comprised of second grade students and under, placed third in
and
students
grade
sixth
of
division. The Junior Prep Squad (middle), comprised
Counder, placed first in its division and were named class champions. The Senior
its
in
first
placed
under,
and
students
grade
12th
of
comprised
(bottom),
Squad
ed
Junior
The
Scott.
JoeIle
and
division. The UKC Cheerleaders are coached by Aaron
4-5 in
Prep and Senior squads will compete in the Jamfest Jing Jam Dec.
Dec.
on
on
competiti
Dance
&
Cheer
Kentucky
West
the
in
and
Gatlinburg, Tenn.,
11 at Racer Arena.

II Canton ...
.From Page 6A
Kinne's story so far has read
like a made-for-TV script: •
A coach takes over a historically irrelevant football team in
a small town about 60 miles east
of Dallas. and decides to start
his hotshot son at quarterback
on the varsity his freshman year.
Then he's gunned down at
school by another player's father
known for his temper and an
arm tattoo of cartoon -character
Yosemite Sam brandishing two
guns and the words "Born to
•
Raise Hell."
Authorities say Robertson,
whose attorneys concede he was
the gunman. then fled to nearby
woods and slashed his wrists
before being arrested.
The bullet destroyed 80 percent of Kinne's liver, but the 38year-old coach who once starred
as a linebacker at Baylor recovered in time for Canton's first
practice in August. Weak and
nearly 90 pounds lighter. Kinne
led practice from a golf cart the
first two months but was.pushed
by his wife. Laurie. to resign for
the season after a liver infection
hospitalized him the morning
before Canton's third game
against Sabine.
Kinne likes the last act best:
He returned to the team by midseason, ditched the golf curt.
packed on about 35 pounds,
watched colleges like Alabama
and Tennessee jostle for his
-son's attentionye.oaaied Canton
to its first district championship
in 41 yens and led the football
team to its best season in school

history.
"I knew I was going to pull
through." Kinne said. "There
would be days where it would be
frustrating. where I'd think,
'Why did this happen? Why
me?' That self pity. You wonder
how much you can take.
It was never in my mind that
I wasn't going to make it. Part of
what we're going through as a
team has brought us so much
closer together. It's brought our
kids closer, it's brought our families closer, it's brought G.J. and
I closer and it's brought me closer to God."
Kinne. unlike much of
Canton in the months following
the shooting, has been straightforward and open since his
return. Candid about the medication he takes to prevent a
relapse. About his family moving 25 miles outside Canton to'a
gated community "to 'be a little
less accessible." About the way
his assistant coaches become
protective when unknown visitors enter the field house, and
the surprised stares they give
Kinne when he leaves to greet
new faces unescorted.
Nor did he ask players to
ignore the story. Kinne spared
no detail during his first meeting
with the team after his release
from the hospital. Players allude
to the shooting in their pep talk
before each game. When Canton
fell behind Sabine by 21 points
with Kin= hospitalized wide._
receiver Johnathan Ellis huddled
the team at halftime and used the
shooting as a rallying point.

Lift4WW
*ow teach num Agency
o soya on your Ca nsuroncs
x,00ct us today,
601I Mein St.• 75341142

SCOREBOARD
Haversteck
Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
John Williams

211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Football League Standings
By The Associated Press
All Times CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
L T Pet
W
6 4 0 600
New England
4 6 0 400
Buffalo
3 7 0 300
Miami
2 8 0 200
N Y Jets
South
L T Pe1
W
10 0 0 1 000
Indianapolis
7 3 0 700
Jacksonville
2 8 0 200
Tennessee
9 0 100
1
HoUston
North
L. T Pet
W
3 0 700
7
Pittsburgh
3 0 700
7
Cincinnati
4 6 0 400
Cleveland
3 7 0 300
Baltimore
West
L T Pet
W
9 2 0 818
Denver
6 4 0 600
San Diego
6 4 0 600
Kansas City
4 6 0 400
Oakland
Thursday's Games
Attanta 27. Detroit 7
Denver 24. Dallas 21, OT
Sunday's Games
St Louis at Houston. 12 p m
Carolina at Buffalo, 12 p.m
San Diego at Washington. 12 p.m
San Francisco at Tennessee. 12 p m
Chicago at Tampa Bay. 12 p m
Baltimore at Cincinnati. 12 p m.
New England at Kansas City. 12 p.m
Cleveland at Minnesota, 12 p m.
Miami at Oakland 3.05 p m.
Jacksonville at Arizona, 3•05 p in
NY Giants at Seattle 3•15 p.m
Green Bay at Philadelphia. 3•15 p in
New Orleans at N `I Jets 7.30 p m.
Monday's Game
Pittsburgh at Indianapolis. 8 pm

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
T Pct
L
W
3 0 70iu
7
a •
N •
7 4 0 636
5 5 0 500
Wasningtor
4 6 0 400
Philadelphia
SOWS,
L T Pet
W
7 3 0 700
Carolina
7 3 0 700
Tampa Bay
7 4 0 636
Atlanta
2 8 0 200
New Orleans
North
L T Pct
W
7
3 0 700
Chicago — •
5 0 500
5
Minnesota
4
7 0 364
4200stroff
2
8 0 200
Bay
Green
West
W I T Pet
8 2 0 BOO
Seattle
4 6 0 400
St Louis
3 7 0 300
Arizona
2 8 0 200
San Francisco

Sunday. Dee. 4
Buffalo at Miami 12 pm
Minnesota at Detroit 12 pm
Dallas at NY Giants. 12 pm.
Green Bay at Chicago, 12 p m
Houston at Baltimore. 12 p m
Tennessee at Indianapolis. 12 p in
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh 12 p m
Atlanta at Carolina 12 p m
Tampa Bay vs New Orleans at Bator
Rouge. La. 12 p m
Jacksonville at Cleveland 12 p in
Washington at St Louis 305 p m
Anzona at San Francisco. 3•05 p m
Denver at Kansas City 3 15 p.m
N Y Jets at New England, 3 15 p.m
Oakland at San Diego, 7 30 p m
Monday. Dec. 5
Seattle at Philadelphia. 8 p in

KENTUCKY PREP FOOTBALL SCORES
Class A
Semifinals
Mayfield 35, Bardstown 21
Newport Central Catholic 35,
Somerset 10
Class AA
Semifinals
Owensboro Catholic 28. Lou.
DeSales 7
Russell 20. Belfry 14

Class AAA
Semifinals
Bowing Green 42. Built East 14
LexIngton Catholic 48. Rockcastle
C,o. 20
Class AAAA
Semifinals
Lou. St. Xavler 62. Warren Central
12
Lou. Tnnity 41. Lex. Henry Clay 20

SportsBriefs
UNION,Tenn. — Trey Tindell scored six points in a losing effort Friday
as Freed-Hardeman feel to McKendree College 69-73 at Union College
Tindell a former standout for the Calloway County Lakers last season
and a freshman for the Lions played 15-plus minutes against MCKendree.
who were led by Mark Stovall's 16 points
Freed-Hardeman (3-5) was led by 19 points from Seth Matlock.

RACER BASKEBALL
MSU WOMEN
vs.
WESTERN KENTUCKY
THIS SATURDAY
7:30 P.M.
at the Regional Special
Events Center

TV, radio
Today
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
11 cm.
ESPN — Maryland at N C State
ESPN2 — Teams TBA
11:30 a.m.
FSN — Iowa St at Kansas
1 p.m.
NBC — NCAA Division I-AA Bayou
Classic Grambling vs Southern at
Houston
2:30 p.m.
ABC — Regional coverage. Oklahoma
or teams TBA
Oklahoma
at
St
CBS — National coverage. Florida St
at Flonda
ESPN2 — NCAA Division I-AA tournament, first round. teams TBA
6:15 p.m.
ESPN2 — Fresno St at Nevada
6:45 p.m.
ESPN — Virginia at Miami. Georgia at
Georgia Tech. or North Carolina at
Virginia Tech
7 p.m
ABC — Regional coverage. Notre
Dame at Stanford or teams TBA
GOLF
12 p.m.
ABC — PGA Tour Skins Game day
one at La Ouinta, Calif
11:30 p.m.
TGC — European PGA Tour. China
Open. final round, at Taipei. Taiwan
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
3:30 p.m.
WGN — John R Wooden Tradition
game 1. Xavier vs Purdue at
Indianapolis
6 p.m.
FSN -- John R Wr,narin
it
game 2 Notre Dam c.
Indianapolis
9:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — Great Alaska Shootout
championship game teams TBA
-Anchorage Alaska

Come out and support the
Lady Racers as they look to
beat the Hilltoppers from
Western Kentucky.

GO RACERS!
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Outdoors
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Now is time to chase Kentucky bass
The main attraction for most to strike anything and everyof our outdoor sportsmen at thing that moves.
Now, the anglers must get
this time is hunting the whitetail deer. Some have already the feeding timetable down to
taken some nice deer. That puts a science because that's how
the fever into those who haven't the game goes!
As always. the activity and
been lucky yet!
We have a very liberal sea- feeding occurs at the prime time,
son and limits this year. From based on the position of the
the looks of moon. However. I have caught
the carcasses them whenever there was a
strewn along break in the weather and a
major v.:arm front was approaching.
the
highways,
This activity will hold about
are the same until ice begins to
there
more than form. Should we receive some
enough deer wanner waters from Tennessee,
go they will have at least one day
to
around.
of heavy feeding to get that
Some body fat up as thick as posFishing
to sible.
prefer
the
chase
Line
The spots are almost never
bass, crap- alone when these feeding sprees
By Jerry
pie, sauger occur. so you could make conMaupin
big tact with the smallmouth and
and
Outdoors
stripers at largemouth bass in large numColumnist
this time of bers. Whenever this happens,
the year. We an angler has to remove his
dress about the same, except hat, bow his head and thank
for the color. And we're just. the good Lord for his blessabout as stubborn as to what ings. It is so great!
we want.
Crankbaits. curltail minnow
We live very close to one jigs and sinking minnow lures
of the hest impoundments,for — such as the Repala — will
spotted Kentucky bass in the get you some action. We have
country. and we love to catch been using the Bandit short
them. It's a real challenge to cranks since their beginnings.
fish in the cold, but now is
Now that they produce so many
the time to begin fishing for
different colors, we can usualthem.
ly find one that the fish seem
It is relatively easy because
to like better than the others.
we has e miles of shoreline
We also carry a throw net
banks that are the preferred
live shad into the boat
take
to
habitat of the Kentucky bass.
so we can use them
livewells
Just locate the shad baldish,
rig. It's a lot
dropshot
a
on
Kenand you will find those
quite a bit
and
trouble
more
tucky Bass. Sometimes they will
are stubbass
the
if
But
messy.
he in great numbers.
will be
shad
live
the
born,
One of the most important
pickings!
easy
from
comes
use
tools you will
A No. 4 short shank hook
the field of electronics. Locatbut be sure to set
sufficient,
is
easimuch
is
baitfish
ing the
the bass swalbefore
hook
the
er. Quite often, we will see
have
the bass as they begin to school lows it. Should you ever
remove
to
try
don't
happen.
that
around the shad. Seconds later.
the bass charge into the shad the hook. Cut your line and
leave the hook in the bass. It

Margaret Berry and guide Jerry Maupin pose with the
rockfish striper Berry caught on a Zebco reel loaded
with 8-pound test line during a recent outing on
Barkley Lake.

Mike Dohoney shows off this bass he caught while
on a recent outing with Jerry Maupin.
Will eventually dissolve and chased by the other species.
Keep your locators on and
not harm the bass.
While the largemouth and the shad within reach without
smallmouth bass are the large making a lot of noise. That
predator species. the Kentucky motor on the locator is your
bass will often suspend beneath worst enemy, so stay silent!
You want to reach the zone
the shad if they're not being

Carol Horner poses with a sauger she caught on a
Zoom lizard while fishing with her husband, Thomas,
and Ledger & Times columnist Jerry Maupin.
We have a lot of rocky
where they are holding. so you
may have to try a couple of banks. Most of • them are
different lures in order to get stairsteps to the bottom. This
some idea of their depth. Once is a good place to start lookyou have them pegged. stay ing because it provides an easy
route to the shallows.
quiet.
On the warmer days. the
Spotted bass can be caught
seem to come up and
bass
them
locate
easier when you
by holding on a hump, a point, reverse during the cold. These
a standing timber, rockpiles or rocks are habitat for the shad.
a creek bank beneath the shad. crayfish and small bluegill
Jigging spoons. tubes and small throughout the year, so it should
jigs will catch them, but a be checked often.
Soon, the action will be
drop shot minnow will catch
for crappie than bass.
more
lure
you more than any other
if you are fishing for suspend- But enjoy it while you can!
Happy Fishing!
ed fish.

Thanksgiving full of rabbits
My grandfather's favorite
gun was a 20-gauge doublebarrel. He always wore blue
--denim overalls, had a brown
huntingcoat, leather high-top
hunting hoots. and he loved to
hunt rabbits.
Not that he didn't apprecitail from time
to time, but
along with
fishing. . his
passion was
the cottontail rabbit.
That's
he
why
always kept
beagles, not
bird dogs.
In The
"Rabbit
as
dogs."
Field
were
they
By Kenny
called, had
Darnell
been conOutdoors
stant comColumnist
panions to
him throughout his lean but rewarding life.
Exceptional dogs from the past
were spoken of with the reverence reser% ed for a favored
ancestor. There were mementos stowed aw ay around the
hack porch - - a museum of
sons, a tribute to dogs he had
ned and hunted with over
the sears
‘10.tly. the mementos consisted of well-worn leather collars ss ith brass nameplates.
Sometimes only the nameplate
remained, always with the same
inscription: "T.E. Lyles. Hardin,
Ks."
There were half-empty boxes
of shotgun shells with brandnames I didn't recognize, old
paper-hulled shells that rolled
around loosels on shelves and

in drawers, and always a box labor-intensive - work that had
of Winchester Super X high to be done on or about Thanksbrass especially for the rab- giving Day for reasons of science very familiar to my grand---bits.
Perhaps . the most bizarre father's generation.
Pork in those days was
exhibit in the little museum
was a golf-ball sized kidney "cured- and preserved using
stone that had been removed salt and wood-smoke. Over the
had
Thanksgiving
from one of the diminutive years.
beagles by a veterinarian. The evolved into the prime date to
stone was a prize possession initiate the process, which was
he kept in a pint-sized glass facilitated by weather unique
fruit jar. ( Yes, the dog had sur- to late November.
vived the surgery and was very
Unfortunately. it required the
much relieved.)
labor of every able bodied perI came late to the party son. neighbors and family alike.
after the heyday of chasing which left little time for huntcottontails had passed. No one ing. But by the time my legs
realized it at the time, but the were long enough to keep up
salvation of west Kentucky with the family hunting party
farms, Kentucky 31 Fescue, and a pack of beagle hounds.
was also a major catalyst in the annual hog-killing extravthe decline of wild rabbit pop- aganza was just a memory.
ulations.
The days when rabbit dogs
Rabbits were designed to jumped cottontails from every
thrive in native grassland/praine clump and thicket and game
habitat, where they had gone bags weighed heavy on the
about their business quite suc- shoulders were gone, too.
cessfully for eons. The matThat did not stop my grandted, ground-smothenng turf of
from hunting, however.
father
the
the exotic grass hampered
as if a certain quota of
It
was
rabbit's ability to feed, hide.
hunting days had been rolled
endoNatural
and to survive.
forward all of those years when
phytes present in the grass
instead of hunting. there were
bunnies
the
poisoned
actually
to butcher, crops to harand contributed regrettably to hogs
vest. wood to cut, cows to
their decline.
feed, fences to mend.
But coming of age in the
There were whole generacertain
had
latter years' also
only survival.
advantages. Thanksgiving was tions who knew
all, it was
at
hunted.
they
If
huntwith
associated
not always
on their
food
put
to
live,
to
ing. In fact. Thanksgiving was
the uaditional "hog-killing" day. table . or to sell for meager
It may come, as a surprise to change. I'm sure they enjoyed
anyone under 40 that sausage, their pursuits afield, but a sitbacon, pork chops and ham were uation that is underwritten by
once commodities produced the basic need to survive can
down on the farm, not in the hardly be considered recreation.
My grandfather, finally libmeat department at Kroger.
"Hog -killing" w as hard. erated from the labor of sur-
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vival, now set about the business of redeeming those days
that he had banked over the
many hard years. He nurtured
whatever mix of rag-tag rabbit dogs he had on hand and
reveled in the memories of
exceptional hounds he had the
honor to follow afield.
It did not matter that we
could walk for hours without
so much as a. fleeting glimpse
of a rapidly departing rabbit
— there had once been a rabbit in that place, underneath
that bush, tucked into that brushpile. in that field of sage-brush
where there were so many rabbits that the dogs didn't know
Hunter Bucy, 9, harvested his first deer on Saturday,
which to chase.
his father.
He told me those stories Nov. 12 in Almo. Bucy was hunting with
deer.
the
took
he
listened.
I
when
that
Donnye,
and was happy
There was a fleeting time when
we walked those fields and
thickets together — sometimes
ON-SITE
alone, sometimes along with
WORK PLACE
my father, and occasionally with
• IN
•
••• MN •
•'•
DRUG TESTING
uncles and cousins. He always
•• in • MI In • MI NIM • MI
NIMIIIMINP
1r.r1IP"—IIMI
INIIM11111r11
and
carried that double-gun
FIRE EXTINGUISHER
11=11111•••1•MI
always had at least one dog
SALES & SERVICE
named Rowdy for a reason I
suppose known only to him.
Rabbits are plentiful now.
But now there are deer and
ducks and turkeys to hunt, too.
It's been years since I've owned
View Our
a rabbit dog, even longer since
Entire Inventory at
I've followed a brace of brayJason Reed, Owner
on
thicket
ing hounds into a
www.
Jon Tubbs, Consultant
Thanksgiving Day.
Certified & Insured
bennettmotorsinc
If Heaven is indeed the par“.".HA ComplEart Trarnmq & Increetten.com
adise we have been promised,
then my grandfather spent
- 7 D 1NS A WEEK
Thursday in a pair of blue denim
WI-State Safety
overalls with his double-gun
Management
cradled in the bend of his arm.
101 Poplar St
listening to the angelic voices
of a trio of hounds and qui753-4704 • 293-5215
etly waiting for Rowdy to turn
or 293-3665
the rabbit his way.
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Holiday season difficult for controlling weight
Special to the Ledger
Americans of all ages are eating their way to obesity and
beyond. The United States now
has the dubious distinction of
being the fattest nation on earth.
although the crowd of contenders • is gaining fast as the
obesity epidemic takes on global proportions.
According to the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control, 65
percent of adults and 15 percent
of children are overweight. But,
as the nation's weight increases,
we are steadily moving the needle on the scale to the right; with
each decade more overweight
adults'are moving into the obese
category and ore of the obese
into the morbidly obese range.
Three of every ten adults in the
United States now qualifies as
obese, defined as having a body
mass index (BMI) of 30 or
above pounds or more over a
healthy weight for a given

height.
The ranks of the severely
obese, those with BMIs ot 40 or
above (roughly between 100 and
200 pounds overweight) have
quadrupled from about one in
200 adults in 1988. to one in 50.
There are numerous health risks
associated with obesity.
Obesity doubles the risk of
developing heart disease and is
responsible for an estimated 61
percent of all cases of type 2 diabetes. Recent studies have also
highlighted the impact of obesity on cancer rates.
According to the American
Cancer Society excess weight
contributes to 14 percent of cancer deaths inmen and 20 percent
of those in women. No one
denies the difficulty of losing
weight and keeping it off. Diets
aim for quick fixes. bin the reality is that most people spend
years eating their way to obesity.

The excess weight is usually the
result of too much calorie-dense
fast food: servings that are too
large: too many calories from
sugar-based treats: calories from
soda or beer and snacks such as
chips and pizza.
The holiday season is particularly difficult for people to
maintain or lose weight. It is
estimated that people gain anywhere from 7 to 10 pounds from
Halloween to New Years Day
simply because of all of thc
activities focused on eating dui
ing the holiday season. There is
hope.
. There is help out there for
people trying to maintain their
weight or lose weight. If you do
fall into the category_of obsesity,
you should consult your OySiclan to discuss your goals and
options for weight loss. A few
quick tips to begin the challenge
are:

MI Breaktast helps control the
urge to binge later in the dav.
Cooked oatmeal. high-fiber
cereal, or yogurt ss oh bruit are
all good options.
•If vou eat tzeit toowi tor
lunch, think about taking a sandwich from home with some nuts
a!, 1 inn!.

•KeeP the dairy but make it
tat.
II Cut back or eliminate
.:r based drinks.
IN Replace saturated fats and
-fats v. ith 1110110- ,ind
polyunsaturated fats.
For more information on
weight lose and maintenance.
call the Center For Health and
Wellness at 762-1348. Rebecca
Wright. Registered Dietitian can
assist you with a plan. YOur
physician and assistance From a
dietitian can help you set some
realistic :foals and move the needle on the scale to the left.

Quit Line can be life line for smokers

November is Lung Cancer Awareness tion on quitting, support through a challengwithMonth. With the high profile deaths of Peter ing process and tools for coping with quit
Photo Provided
actress Barbara Bel Geddes drawal symptoms. Fortunately, a new
and
Jennings
to smokThe East Elementary Chess team participated in the
(Dallas)earlier this year, it seems Americans line is providing just those services to quit.
Chess
Scholastic - Invitational
City
are more aware of lung cancer than ever. ers across Kentucky who are ready
Central
Launched earlier this year, 1-800-QUITWhat people may not realize is that lung
Tournament on Nov. 12 in Central City, Ky. Top winner
is a new telephone service designed to
NOW
cancer
of
cause
common
most
the
is
cancer
from East was first grader Martin Mikulcik, who
smokers with cessation information
provide
some
Despite
today.
death in America
e assistance. This toll-free.
one-on-on
'
and
claims
cancer
placed fourth in the K-3 division. Third grader Eric
advances in treatment, lung
point to the
the lives of more than 163,000 Americans number is a single access
Mikulcik placed seventh in the K-3 division, while fifth
Network of Tobacco Cessation
National
grade
4th-5th
year.
each
the
in
6th
placed
grader Simon Mikulcik
routed
The situation is even more grave here in Quit Lines. Callers are automatically by the
ed
division. The East team was awarded a trophy for
administer
line,
quit
s
Kentucky'
to
the
has
Kentucky
where
alth
Commonwe
the
Public Health.
placing third in the K-3 division. Pictured are Martin
highest rates of lung cancer incidence and Kentucky Department for
call backs for
David
parent
by
mortality in the nation. It is no coincidence The quit line offers proactivetheir
and Eric. The team is coached
initial call
rate of smokers trying to quit. After
highest
the
has
also
Kentucky
that
Mikulcik.
non-smoker will
tobacco use in the nation, as smoking is the to the quit line, the new calls from a cesreceive up to five follow-up
leading risk factor for lung cancer.
counselor.
sation
develof
risk
their
smokers,
most
for
But
The tobacco counselors at 1 -800-QUIToping lung cancer is not news. It is printed
answer general
on the side of every package of cigarettes NOW are also available to health profesSmokers don't need more information inquiries from
purchase.
they
interested in
COLUMBIA, Ky. (AP) — 78 acres.
grisly statistics: they need help ending their sionals, employers and others
"Since the mid-1980s, we've addiction to tobacco They need informa- tobacco cessation. The quit line can also
An Adair County family has
donated 19 acres to Lindsey been landlocked," college
Wilson College, allowing the President William T. Luckey Jr
small private school in south- said in the statement. "It would
central Kentucky to increase its be an understatement that we
have•simply run out of space."
size by more than one-third.
Fall enrollment at the 102located
land
the
for
Plans
almost a mile south of the year-old college, which is affiliof Morro)
Columbia campus haven't been ated with the United Methodist
decided, the school said in a Church. reached a record 1,902
Phillip Klapper. MM.
written statement, but it could be students this year.
- Hearing Aiih. The gift, valued at $370,000,
used for athletic programs so
Referrals Required No
of
family
the
by
that academic programs could was donated
and
Danny
,
Annabelle
Joe,
the
increases
gift
expand. The
Call for Appointment(270) 759-4811
size of the campus to more than Sandy Pyles.
7.:Suite 3041.2 - Murray, KY 42071
k*rcl
,§944o

Land donation to increase campus
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SAVE BIG ON THESE UNITS!
1996 Chevrolet Ext. Cab Silverado, 2 Wheel Drive,
Loaded, White, Good Miles, Extra Clean

Was $8,900
NOW $7,250

1998 Ford Conversion Van, Raised Top, Rear Air,
TV, VCR. Blue, Only 88,000 Miles

Was $11,900
NOW S9.550

2001 Ford Windstar Sport, 4 Door, V-6, Rear Air,
White, Alloy Wheels, 72,000 Miles, Nice

Was $10,900
NOW $9,700

2002 Honda Accord SE, Loaded, 4 Cylinder, Black,
Sunroof. Only 49,000 Miles. Super Sharp

Was $15,900
NOW $13,250

2002 Honda Accord Ex, 4 Door, 4 Cylinder
Moonroof, Only 53,000 Miles, Silver, Sharp

Was. $15,900
NOW $13,350

2002 Jeep Liberty Limited 4x4, Loaded With Options Was $16,900
NOW $14.950
White. New Tires. Alloy Wheels, Leather
2002 BMW 325i, 4 Door, 6 Cylinder, Moonroof, Leather, Was $23,900
NOW $22,850
Premium Package, New Tires, 45,000 Miles
2002 Toyota 4 Runner, Sport Edition, 2 Wheel Drive, Was $21,900
NOW $18.900
Platinum, Only 32,000 Miles, One Owner
2003 Ford Escort ZX-2, 2 Door, 4 Cylinder, Auto.,
Gray. Only 35,000 Miles, Like New

Was $10,900
NOW $8,250

2004 GMC K-2500 Diesel 4x4 Ext. Cab,
SLE Package, Red, Auto.. Tow Package, Nice

Was $25,900
NOW $23,950

provide information on supporting a tobacco
user Who is trying to quit. a valuable
resource for concerned friends and family
members.
The quit line is available from 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. Monday through Friday at no cost to
callers. English, and Spanish-speaking
counselors are available to answer calls and
TTY is available for the deaf and hard of
hearing. Information tailored to the needs of
smokeless tobacco users and pregnant
smokers is also available.
Rather than just talk about the burden of
lung cancer, take action this year to prevent
it. Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW if you need help
quitting. If you don't smoke or have already
quit. share this lifesaving phone number
with a smoker you care about. If you would
like additional information about the quit
line. Cooper/Clayton smoking cessation
classes or other resources available in our
community. please contact the Kentucky
Cancer Program at 270-4.42-1310.

AUTO
INSUIMNCE

NEED A QUOTE? CALI,or CLICK

753-4703
KFBMURRAY.com

Have You Considered
Career in Real Estate?
Ability is what you are capable of doing. Motivation
determines what you do. Attitude determines how
it! Show your true ability, motivation
a !
titude with R
• Extensive training
programs
• Top Commissions
• Full broker services
• Private offices
• National Referral
Network
• Top Opportunities

• Extensive Floor time
available
• Largest Nationwide #1
Real Estate Company in
the country
• National Franchise #1 in Sales!

If you're interested in getting your real estate license
or selling real estate, give us a call!

For additional information, contact
Jeff Smith at 270-703-2620
EMI

RF/AllsY
Real Estate Associates

660A N. 12th St. • Murray • 759-9016
e-mail: jsmithl@remax.net • www.kentuckylakeproperty.us
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Now is time to chase Kentucky bass
The main attraction for most to strike anything and everyof our outdoor sportsmen at thing that moves.
Now, the anglers must get
this time is hunting the whitetail deer. Some have already the feeding timetable down to
taken some nice deer. That puts a science because that's how
the fever into those who haven't the game goes!
As always, the activity and
been lucky yet!
We have a very liberal sea- feeding occurs at the prime time,
son and limits this year. From based on the position of the
the looks of moon. However, I have caught
the carcasses them whenever there was a
strewn along break in the weather and a
Major warm front was approaching.
the
highways,
This activity will hold about
are the same until,ice begins to
there
more than form. Should we receive some
enough deer warmer waters from Tennessee,
go they will have at least one day
to
around.
of heavy feeding to get that
Some body fat up as thick as posFishing
to sible.
prefer
the
chase
Line
The spots are almost never
bass, crap- alone when these feeding sprees
By Jerry
pie. sauger occur, so you could make conMaupin
big tact with the smallmouth and
and
Outdoors
stripers at largemouth bass in large numColumnist
this time of bers. Whenever this happens,
the year. We an angler has to remove his
dress about the same, except hat, bow his head and thank
for the color. And we're just the good Lord for his blessabout as stubborn as to what ings. It is so great!
we want.
Crankbaits, curltail minnow
We live very close to one jigs and sinking minnow lures
of the best impoundments for — such as the Repala — will
spotted Kentucky bass in the get you some action. We have
country, and we love to catch been using the Bandit short
them. It's a real challenge to cranks since their beginnings.
fish in the cold, but now is Now that they produce so many
the time to begin fishing for
different colors, we can usualthem.
ly find one that the fish seem
It is relatively easy because
to like better than the others.
of
shoreline
miles
we have
'We also carry a throw net
banks that are the preferred
to take live shad into the boat
bass.
Kentucky
the
of
habitat
so we can use them
Just locate the shad baitfish, livewells
a dropshot rig. It's a lot
and you will find those Ken- on
and quite a bit
tucky Bass. Sometimes they will more trouble
bass are stubthe
if
But
messy.
he in great numbers.
will be
shad
live
the
born,
One of the most important
tools you will use comes from easy pickings!
A No. 4 short shank hook
the field of electronics. Locatto set
ing the baitfish is much easi- is sufficient, but be sure
swalbass
the
before
hook
the
we
see
will
often,
er. Quite
the bass as they begin to school lows it. Should you ever have
around the shad. Seconds later, that happen, don't try to remove
the bass charge- into the shad the hook.. Cut your line and
leave the hook in the bass. It

Margaret Berry and guide Jerry Maupin pose with the
rockfish striper Berry caught on a Zebco reel loaded
with 8-pound test line during a recent outing on
Barkley Lake.

Mike Dohoney shows off this bass he caught while
on a recent outing with Jerry Maupin.
will eventually dissolve and
not harm the bass.
While the largemouth and
smallmouth bass are the large
predator species. the Kentucky
bass will often suspend beneath
the shad if they're not being

chased by the other species.
Keep your locators on and
the shad within reach without
making a lot of noise. That
motor on the locator is your
worst enemy. so stay silent!
You want to reach the zone

Carol Horner poses with a sauger she caught on a
Zoom lizard while fishing with her husband, Thomas,
and Ledger & Times columnist Jerry Maupin.
We have a lot of rocky
where they are holding. so you
may have to try a couple of banks. Most of them 4re
different lures in order to get stairsteps to the bottom. This
some idea of their depth. Once is a good place to start lookyou have them pegged. stay ing because it provides an easy
route to the shallows.
quiet.
On the warmer days, the
Spotted bass can be caught
easier when you locate them bass seem to come up and
by holding on a hump, a point. reverse during the cold. These
a standing timber, rOckpiles or rocks are habitat for the shad.
a creek bank beneath the shad. crayfish and small bluegill
Jigging spoons. tubes and small throughout the year. so it should
jigs will catch them, hut a be checked often.
Soon. the action will be
drop shot minnow Will catch
for crappie than bass.
more
lure
other
any
than
more
you
if you are fishing for suspend- But enjoy it while you can!
Happy Fishing!
ed fish.

full---cd_ rabbits

Tha
My grandfather's favorite
gun was a 20-gauge doublebarrel. He always wore blue
dertini--(4veralls. had a brown
hunting coat, leather high-top
hunting boots, and he loved to
hunt rabbits.
Not that he didn't apprecilute quail from time
'
iii time; hut
along with
tishing. his
passion was
the cottontail rabbit.
That's
he
why
always kept
beagles, not
bird 'dogs.
In The "Rabbi
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called, had
Darnell
conbeen
Outdoors
stant comColumnist,
panions to
him throughout his lean hut rewarding life.
Exceptional dogs from the past
were spoken of with the reverence reserved for a favored
ancestor. There were mementos stowed away around the
a museum of
back porch
sorts, a tribute to dogs he had
owned and hunted with over
the years.
Mostly, the mementos consisted of well-worn leather collars with brass nameplates.
Sometimes only the nameplate
remained, always with the same
inscription: "T.E. Lyles; Hardin.
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There were half-empty boxes
ot shotgun shells with brandnames I didn't recognize, old
paper-hulled shells that rolled
around loosely on shelves and

set about the busiin drawers, and always a box labor-intensive work that had vival, now
those days
of Winchester Super X high to be done on or about Thanks- ness of redeeming
over the
banked
had
he
that
sciof
reasons
for
Day
brass especially for the rab- giving
ence very familiar to my .grand- many hard years. He nurtured
bits.
----- —whatever- mix_ of rag-tag rabPerhaps the most 'bizarre -father's generatiorr
was bit dogs he had on hand and
days
those
in
museum
Pork
little
the
in
exhibit
reveled in the memories of
using
was a golf-ball sized kidney "cured" and preserved
l hounds he had the
exceptiona
%nine that had been removed salt and wood-smoke. Over the
afield.
follow
to
honor
had
Thanksgiving
from one of the diminutive years.
that we
matter
not
did
It
beagles by a veterinarian. The evolved- into the prime date to
without
hours
for
walk
could
was
possession
which
stone was a prize
initiate the process.
fleeting glimpse
he kept in a pint-sized glass facilitated by weather unique so much as a
of a rapidly departing rabbit
fruit jar. (Yes, the dog had .sur- to late November.
— there had once been a rabvived the surgery and was.very
Unfortunately, it required the
bit in that place, underneath
much relieved.)
labor of every' able bodied perbush, tucked into that brushthat
I came late to the party son, neighbors and family alike.
in that field of sage-brush
pile,
after the heyday of chasing which left little time for huntthere were so many rabwhere
cottontails had passed. No one ing. But by the time my legs
the dogs didn't know
that
bits
the
but
time,
realized it at the
were long enough to keep up which to chase.
Hunter Bucy, 9. harvested his first deer on Saturday,
salvation of west Kentucky with the family hunting party
Nov. 12 in Almo. Bucy was hunting with his father.
Stories
He told me those
farms, Kentucky 31 Fescue, and a pack of beagle hounds,
listened.
I
when he took the deer.
that
happy
Donnye,
was
and
was also a major catalyst in the annual hog-killing extravtime when
fleeting
a
was
There
poprabbit
wild
of
decline
the
aganza was just 4 memory.
we • walked those fields and
ulations.
The days when rabbit dogs thickets together — sometimes
ON-SITE
to
designed
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sometimes along with
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father, and occasionally with
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about their business quite suc- shoulders were gone, too.
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cessfully
That did not stop my grandhad at least one dog
SALES & SERVICE
ted. ground-smothering turf of father from hunting, however. always
Rowdy for a reason I
the exotic grass hampered the It was as if a certain quota of named
suppose known only to him.
rabbit's ability to feed, hide.
rolled
been
had
days
hunting
Rabbits are plentiful now.
and to survive. Natural endoforward all of those years when But now there are deer and
grass
the
in
phytes present
instead of hunting. there .were ducks and turkeys to hunt. too.
actually poisoned the bunnies
hogs to butcher, crops to har- It's been years since I've owned
to
regrettably
and contributed
View Our
vest, wood to cut, cows to a rabbit dog. even longer since
their decline.
Inventory at
Entire
to
mendi
fences
brayfeed,
I've followed a brace of
But coming of age in the
Jason Reed, Owner
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thicket
a
generainto
whole
were
hounds
There
ing
www.
latter years also had certain
Jon Tubbs, CorNuitarit
survival. Thanksgiving Day.
Certrfied & In,14 red
advantages. Thanksgiving was tions who knew only
bennettmotorsinc
all it was
If Heaven is indeed the parnot always associated with hunt- If they hunted at
I
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on their adise we have been promised.
.com
ing. In fact, Thanksgiving was to live, to put food
24 HRS - 7 Dms. A WI ! k
the traditional "hog-killing" day. table or to sell for meager then my grandfather spent
It may come as a surprise to change. I'm sure they enjoyed Thursday in a pair of blue denim
WI-State Safety
anyone under 40 that sausage: their pursuits afield. but a sit- overalls with his double-gun
Management
bacon, pork chops and ham were uation that is underwritten by cradled in the bend of his arm,
101 Poplar St
once commodities produced the basic need to survive can listening to the angelic voices
down on the farm, not in the hardly be considered recreation. of a trio Of hounds and qui753-4704 • 293-5215
My grandfather. finally lib- etly waiting for Rowdy to turn
meat department at Kroger.
or 293-3665
way.
"Hog-killing- was hard. erated from the labor of cur- the rabbit his

71111717111,
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1-800-363-4720

Need holiday shipping?
Cheapest UPS Shipping
in town GUARANTEED'
• In-store packaging
Bring it in and we'll
pock it for you!
•Latee pick-r,r rove,8 sOme-C1Crr V11.10,]•

THE UPS STORE
Øip$lIM4Iam 7 p m Sat acimap

.762-9103

Flex Account Insurance?
Don't Lose It...Use It!
Before year's end, use it for:
• Eye Exams • Glasses • Contacts
• Sunglasses

Bob Billingt.c.

•

-q.c."

ill
John Nix Purdom

Eyecare Specialties

THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY

in M. Adams
Dr.
3085. 12th St.• 759-2500

AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE
,
.
r • Murray • 753-47fr1
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Chess Champs

Holiday season difficult for controlling weight
Special to the Ledger
Americans of all ages are eating their way to obesity and
beyond. The United States now
has the dubious distinction of
being the fattest nation on earth,
although the crowd of contenders is gaining fast as the
obesity epidemic takes on global proportions.
According to the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control, 65
percent of adults and 15 percent
of children are overweight. But,
as the nation's weight increases,
we are steadily moving the needle on the scale to the right; with
each decade more overweight
adults'are moving into the obese
category and ore of the obese
into' the morbidly obese range.
Three of every ten adults in the
United States now; qyalifies as
obese, defined as having a body
mass index. (BM!) of 30 or
above pounds or more over a
healthy weight for a given

height.
The ranks of the severely
obese, those with BMIs of 40 or
above(roughly between 100 and
200 pounds overweight) have
quadrupled from about one in
200 adults in 1988, to one in 50.
There are numerous health risks
associated with obesity.
Obesity doubles the risk of
developing heart disease and is
responsible for an estimated 61
percent of all cases of type 2 diabetes. Recent studies have also
highlighted the impact of obesity on cancer rates.
According to the American
Cancer Society excess weight
contributes to 14 percent of cancer deaths in men and 20 percent
of those in women. No one
denies the difficulty of 'losing
weight and keeping it-off. Diets
aim for quick fixes, but the reality is that most people spend
years eating their way to obesity.

IN Breakfast helps control the
The excess weight is usually the
result of too much calorie-dense urge to binge later in the day.
fast food; servings that are too Cooked oatmeal, high-fiber
large; too many calories from cereal, or yogurt ssiih truit are
sugar-based treats; calories from all good options.
•If you eat fast tood for
soda or beer and snacks such as
lunch, think about taking a sandchips and pi/La.
The holiday season is partic- wich from home w ith some nuts
ularly difficult for people to and fruit.
•Keep the dairy hut make it
maintain or lose weight. It is
estimated that people gain any- low fat.
• Cut back or eliminate
where from 7 to 10 pounds from
Halloween to New Years Day sugar based drinks.
simply because of all of the
•Replace saturated fats and
ith mono- and.
activities focused on eating dur- trans-fats
ing the holiday season. There is polyunsaturated fats.
hope.
For more information on
. There is help out there for weight lose and maintenance.
people trying to maintain their call the Center For Health and
weight or lose weight. If you do Wellness at 762-1348. Rebecca
fall into the category of obsesity, Wright, Registered Dietitian can
you should consult your physi- .assist you with a plan. Your
cian- to -discuss your goals and- physic-iim and iiii.i.O.tance_ from a
options for weight loss. A few dietitian can help you set some
quick tips to begin the challenge realistic goals and mose the needle on the scale to the left.
are:

Quit Line can be life line for smokers
November is Lung Cancer Awareness tion on quitting, support through .a challengMonth. With the high profile deaths of Peter ing process and tools for coping with withPhoto Provided
Jennings and actress Barbara Bel Geddes drawal symptoms. Fortunately, a new quit
The East Elementary Chess team participated in the
(Dallas) earlier this year, it seems Americans line is providing just those services to smokChess
Invitational
Scholastic
City
Central
are more aware of lung cancer than ever. ers across Kentucky who are ready to quit.
Launched earlier this year, 1-800-QUITwinner
Top
Ky.
City,
What people may not realize is that lung
Tournament on Nov. 12 in Central
common cause of cancer NOW is a new telephone service designed to
most
the
is
cancer
who
Mikulcik,
Martin
grader
first
from East was
death in America today. Despite some provide smokers with cessation information
placed fourth in the K-3 division. Third grader Eric
advances in treatment, lung cancer claims and one-on-one assistance. This toll-free
Mikulcik placed seventh in the K-3 division, while fifth
the lives of more than 163,000 Americans number is a single- access point to the
National Network of Tobacco Cessation
grade
4th-5th
the
in
each year.
6th
placed
grader Simon Mikulcik
Lines Callers are automatically routed
Quit
in
here
grave
more
even
is
situation
The
division. The East team was awarded a trophy for
where Kentucky has the to Kentucky's quit line, administered by the
th
Commonweal
the
placing third in the K-3 division. Pictured are Martin
highest rates of lung cancer incidence and Kentucky Department for Public Health.
and Eric. The team is coached by parent David
mortality in the nation. It is no coincidence The quit line offers proactive call backs for
Kentucky also has the highest rate of smokers trying to quit. After their initial call
that
Mikulcik.
will
tobacco use in the nation, as smoking is the to the quit line, the new non-smoker cesa
from
calls
follow-up
five
to
up
receive
cancer.
lung
for
factor
risk
leading
But for most smokers, their risk of devel- sation counselor.
The tobacco counselors at 1-800-QUIToping lung cancer is not news. It is printed
on the side of every package of cigarettes NOW are also available to answer general
they purchase. Smokers don't need more information inquiries from health profesCOLUMBIA, Ky. (AP) — 78 acres.
grisly statistics; they need help ending their sionals. employers and others interested in
"Since the mid-I980s, we've addiction to tobacco. They need informa- tobacco cessation. The quit line can also
An Adair County family has
donated 19 acres to Lindsey been landlocked," college
Wilson College, allowing the President William T. Luckey Jr
small private school in south- said in the statement. "It would
central Kentucky to increase its be an understatement that we
have simply run out of space."
tritta
size by more than one-third.
u
kthatz
Fall enrollment at the 102located
land
the
for
Plans
almost a mile south of the year-old college, which is affiliof Murray
Columbia campus haven't. been ated with the United Methodist
decided, the school said in a Church, reached a record 1,902
Phillip klapper,
written statement, but it could be students this year.
- Hearing Aide
$370,000.
at
valued
gift,
The
so
used for athletic programs
No Referrals Required that academic programs could was donated by the family of
expand. The gift increases the Joe, Annabelle, Danny and
Cal for Appointment(270) 759-4811
size of the campus to more than Sandy Pyles.
300 SauWat ..,47,$;,4#e 304E - Murray. K1 42071

Land donation to increase campus

cceptiniNew Patients
Ear, Nose & Throat

Best""he
Still T Since1978
Serving You
1-

7op
4

5

Hwy. 45 North • Mayfield
(270) 247-4720
800-363-4720
www.bennettmotorsinc.com

SAVE BIG ON THESE UNITS!
1996 Chevrolet Ext. Cab Silverado, 2 Wheel Drive,
Loaded, White. Good Miles, Extra Clean

Was $8,900
NOW $7,250

1998 Ford Conversion Van, Raised Top, Rear Air,
TV, VCR, Blue, Only 88,000 Miles

Was $11,900
NOW $9,550

2001 Ford Windstar Sport, 4 Door, V-6, Rear Air,
White, Alloy Wheels, 72,000 Miles, Nice

Was $10,900
NOW $9,700

2002 Honda Accord SE, Loaded, 4 Cylinder, Black,
Sunroof, Only 49,000 Miles. Super Sharp

Was $15,900
NOW $13,250

2002 Honda Accord Ex, 4 Door, 4 Cylinder
Moonroof, Only 53,000 Miles, Silver, Sharp

Was $15,900
NOW $13.355

2002 Jeep Liberty Limited 4x4, Loaded With Options Was $16,300
NOW $14,950
White, New Tires, Alloy Wheels, Leather
2002 BMW 325i, 4 Door, 6 Cylinder. Moonroof, Leather, Was $23,900
NOW $22,850
Premium Package, New Tires, 45.000 Miles

provide information on supporting a tobacco
user who is trying to quit. a valuable
resource for concerned friends and family
members.
The quit line is as ailable from 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. Monday through Friday. at no cost to
callers. English and Spanish-speaking
counselors are available to answer calls and
TTY is available for the deaf and hard of
hearing. Information tailored to the needs of
smokeless tobacco users and pregnant
smokers is also available.
Rather than just talk about the burden of
lung cancer, take action this year to prevent
it. Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW i( you need help
quitting. If you don't smoke or have -already
'quit, share this lifesaving phone number
with a smoker you care abotit. If you would
like additional. information -about "the quit
line. Cooper/Clayton smoking cessation
classes or other resources available in our
commtinity. please contact the Kentucky
Cancer Program at 270-442-1310.

AUTO
INSUIMNCE

NEED A QUOTE? CALL or CLICK

753-4703
KFBMURRAY.com

Have You Considered
Career in Real Estate?
bility is what you are capable of doing. Motivation
determines what you do. Attitude determines how
f. it! Show your true ability, motivation
attitude with Re/Max!
'•
.,!1111

• Extensive training
programs
• Top Commissions
• Full broker services
• Private offices
• National Referral
Network
•Top Opportunities

• Extensive Ft
available
• Largest Nationwide #
Real Estate Company in
the country
• National Franchise #1 in Sales!

If you're interested in getting your real estate license
or selling real estate, give us a call!

For additional information, contact
Jeff Smith at 270-703-2620
rj

2002 Toyota 4 Runner, Sport Edition, 2 Wheel Drive, Was $21,900
NOW $18.900
Platinum, Only 32,000 Miles, One Owner
2003 Ford Escort ZX-2, 2 Door, 4 Cylinder. Auto.,
Gray, Only 35,000 Miles, Like New

Was $10,900
NOW $8,250

2004 GMC K-2500 Diesel 4x4 Ext. Cab,
SLE Package, Red, Auto., Tow Package, Nice

Was $25,900
NOW $23,950

Real Estate Associates
660A N. 12th St. • Murray • 759-9016
e-mail: jsmithl@remax.net • www.kentuckylakeproperty.us
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TRANSPORTATION
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LEGAL NOTICE OF A PUBLIC HEARING
Marshall/Trigg Counties
US 68/80
Item No. 1-180.00
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, Department of Highways, has scheduled a Public Hearing on the above referenced project to be held December
5th, 2005 from 5:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m in meeting room A at Kenlake State
Resort Park near Aurora, Kentucky. This project is the improvements to US
68/80 from Aurora to the Cadiz Bypass. This hearing has been scheduled to
afford all interested persons an opportunity to become better informed and to
express their views concerning the proposed project.
The Informal Format will allow interested persdns to attend anytime between
the hours of 500 PM to 8:00 PM. A handout, containing project information,
plans, exhibits and the approved environmental document for the project will
be displayed at the hearing. Representatives from the Transportation Cabinet
and their consultants will be available to answer questions.
The Federal Highway Administration and the Transportation Cabinet has
approved the projects Draft Finding of No Significant Impact and Section 4(Fi
Evaluation. Copies of this document will be available at the heanng. as well as
at the District Highway Office at the address listed below.
Oral and written statements will be accepted during the hearing. Written statements will be accepted, and information made available, for a penod of fifteen
(15 days) after the Public Hearing at the address listed below. All written and
oral comments will become part of the official heanng record. Once compiled.
' the hearing record will be made available for review and copying only after an
Open Records Request has been received and approved. All Open Records
Requests must be submitted to Department of Administrative Services.
Transportation Cabinet Office Building, 200 Nero Street, Frankfort. Kentucky
40622

For community-based residential program for developmentally disabled
Adults. Requirements: Bachelors Degree
in human service field — one year service with MR/DD population
prefer
previous supervisory experience — must
have valid KY driver's license — must
have reliable transportation
must
have computer knowledge — must have
a positive attitude and be professional.

Corporation
Open Application Period
11/21/05 — 12/9/05

Please apply at the Career Discovery Center next
to Martha's on Highway 64 IN. Applications will
he accepted from November 21. 2005 until
December 9, 2005.

High School education along with pre-employment testing is required. Post offer drug screen,
physical and background check also required
Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation is an equal
opportunity employer and does not discriminate
on the basis of race, religion, color, sex, age,
national origin or disability.

PART TIME OFFICE
- ASSISTANT
Needed for bookkeeping and secretarial work.
Interpersonal and customer service skills
required and need experience with Word.
Excel. and QuickBooks. Starting pay commensurate with skill level and education. Send
resume to American Red Cross. 607 Poplar
St., Murray, KY 42071

WANTED RETIRED OR ACTIVE
TEACHERS PART TIME
Requirements: Current or prior teaching
certificate. Willing and able to be trained on
Math, Academic Reading, Writing and Algebra,
work with students in all grades: enthusiastic
and positive approach to teaching. Wages based
on an hourly rate. Paid training is provided_

Due to the following
non-payment of rent a

PUBLIC
AUCTION
will be held on

Sat.. Nov. 26, 9 a.m.
AAA Mini Storage
1502 Diuguid Dr
Units a 1, 31. 83, 88
99& 101

020

Volk,

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends. Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

CIIR1111111 IS
COW% BLOOM.
CLE IR IV E SALE
I MU IVD
K/OSIIr

( Of
Sale 40-711(
retail prices.

LOST on 11/19/2005:
red and white Pitbull
puppy Has a white
stripe in the middle of
face. Goes by Gotti.
Reward. 705-5858.
050
Help WsnInd
2 metal stud framers &
ceiling
acoustic
installers needed in
Murray 753-2121 or
703-9321

TOBACCO land and
barn for rent 489-2116

LARGO Bar and Grill
looking for servers,
bartenders, and cooks
Apply in person after
4PM Ask for Ron or
Cannella

60 days or less
become a regional
manager
with
us
Supplement your present income. Earn $2K
3K per month. Part
time or full time. No
experience required
Training available, Call
877-676-5587
BUSINESS Sales Rep
Applicant
needed.
should have great people skills and ability to
work
with
pubic
Successful sales rep
will have unlimited
potential
earning
through commission
Please mail resume to
12th
South
5043-B
Street,
Murray,KY
42071. or email to
sales_position
chartennternetcorn

SIGN
TRIVSPORT DRIFER
STCioP.àc.ALy.htcifrw
opniags for Import driwn.
Vast hay OL-Hcilat
Taker. Offer* wantpay,
heart% lad mooriers,
otarly nay migii av)
415444 or gal fret 1411941-2219 sr itfosoracm
for non Josiah as bowie.

The cost is $20 per week or $80 per month.
Deadline is Friday at II AM. No refunds for early
cancellation. Offer ends 11/30/05

Call Jill or Julie at 753-1916
44111
060
Help Wanted

Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation is currently
accepting applications for employment.

Please address any questions regarding this hearing, or project information, to:
Timothy B. Choate
T.E.B.M. Pre-Construction
Department of Highways
District One
P.O. Box 3010
Paducah, KY 42002

THE Fish Truck, Tues
11/29 Cadiz Southern
States
9:15-9:45,
Murray
Southern
States
10:30-11:15,
Marshall Co. Co-Op
11.45-12:30. Orders: 1800-335-20V

AP

Vanderbilt Chemical

Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation offers a competitive compensation and benefit package
including health insurance, life insurance, short
and long-term disability insurance, paid vacations
and holidays. 401k and retirement plan.

Lil
Noce

Leaves

RESERVE A SPACE IN THE FALL
SERVICE DIRECTORY TODAY!
One spot includes the business
name and phone number. The
directory will run on Mondays,
Wednesdays, ez Saturdays in the
Murray Ledger & Times, and The
Shopping Guide on Wednesday.

COMMUNITY ALTERNATIVES offers
opportunity for advancement, excellent
benefits, including paid training, 401
K), medical, dental, vision insurance.
paid holidays, vacation and sick leave.
Please apply in person or send resume to
Community Alternatives of Kentucky.
Attention: Human Resource Manager.
P.O. Box 628, Benton, Kentucky 42025 or
in person at 102 CAKY Drive, lienton.
Ky 42025.

In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), if anyone has a
disability and will require assistance, please notify Timothy B. Choate of the
necessary requirements no later than Wednesday. November 30th. 2005. This
request does not have to be in writing, Please call 1-800-338-4283 or mail
request to the address listed below

010

Autumn

7

Check
Out Our
Team & Single
Opportunities,

V

CAPE GIRARDEAU MO

s' New S Improved
Pay Nig,

V reams up to
Stio,000tyr

V Excellent Mlles!
r Great Nomettme!
Guaranteed
Annual Raises!
r sign-On &
aeferrai Bonuses!
V No NYC,
No Hazmat,
No Canada

immecnate
can 0.11,1,

800-325-6040
Flit 19 or 32
www deltaexp cool

IFS has openings for
security guards, production workers, and
CDL
drivers
Call
t 270)362:8100
Dmer,

New Freight
Great Runs!

• Assigned
Equipment
• Plenty of Miles
• Great Pay and
Hometime

EQU AL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Class A CDL & 1 yr.
OTR Req.

Call Today!
(800)851-4943

nie EMPLOYMENT PEOPLE
We will be at the Murray Unemployment
Office on the following dates: 11/9, 11/16,
11/22, and 11/30 accepting applications for 1st.
2nd and 3rd shift temporary positions. To be
considered, please bring in two forms of identification — one that will establish your identity
and one that will establish your right to work in
this country.
If you have any questions, please call
I 400-403-9970.
EOE • M/F/DN

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6,00PM.

Hiring cook and
host/hostess. Apply
in person Mon.-Fri.
at 616 N. 12th
Street, Murray.
No phone calls.
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F gam-1pm only! 1800-578-8799

LOCAL church seeks
P/T Director of Children
and Youth Ministries
Please provide resume
that
demonstrates
vision, energy, skills,
and competency to
responsibly work with
others and relate to
children and teens as
they explore and learn
in a Chnstian environment. Send resume to.
P.O. Box
1040-C.
Murray. KY 42071
EOE

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE

CLEANING houses is
my business
Cal
Linda H 759-9553

641N 2 miles on right
We buy and sell good used furniture

PART-TIME Network
Support
Specialist
needed At least one
year college required,
and one year experience preferred Phone
system experience a
plus. Email resumes to
CandkCe

powerclairn corn

. or mail to Hawkins
Research, 406 North
4th St. Murray, KY
42071
SPEECH THERAPIST
Full Time in Dresden,
TN SNF. Excellent
Benefits.
Flexible schedules.
PRN applicants welcome!
Contact Kelli 1-877361-2021

Open Mon-Fri, 9-5: Sat. 9-2

753-8501

D'S Cleaning Service
753-3802
MIRACLES
Detail
housecleaning
and
construction clean up
26 years experience
References If interested, please call 7679428
NEED your home or
business cleaned? Call
Teresa 489-2957 Or
227-8380
WILL clean before and
after renters, sale of
home, remodeling, new
construction, kn, bath,
etc
windows.
Experienced- Valerie.
436-5914

AVON: Save 20-50%
on your holiday shopping. Free delivery. 1877-420-6567

Start driving
regional today

To apply call 270.759-5010
or e-mail us at
svIvanofmuy4murray-ky.net
rra

Adecco

090
Domestic & Chikkare

Compeers
MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Spyware removal
759.3556
THE
Computer
Remedy.
Computer
repair. system recovery. and in-home assistance. 435-4667

Articles
For Sale
FREE
4-room satellite system. DVR & HD
upgrades. Get the first
month of programming
FREE plus 23 movie
channels FREE for 3
-months Call Beasley
759-0901 or 877-4550901
HD Televisions
Come by 500 North 4th
Street. Murray & see
our large selection of
TVs All the newest
technology like DLP,
LCD. Plasma & Rear
Projectioh from 'JVC.
LG. RCA. Toshiba &
Zenith from 20- to 65
We also have home
theater systems &
entertainment centers
Beasley 759-0901 or
877-455-0901
Appliances
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713
Farm Equipment

140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff.
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray,

USED 2 ton outside
electric heating and
cooling system 43E6063
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
150
Articles
For Sale

340
International
Tractor. Hay: square
bales. $2.50. Call 7530313
200
Sports Equipment
COMPLETE
home
gym, dumbells 5551bs., bars, cable
machine, lots of accessories. 227-5609
210
Fkewood
FIREWOOD $50 a rick
(270)527-8368
SEASONED Oak
474-1421 227-8504

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre. $11,500 7536012

evoleams eodurecare corn

wvzwenduracare.com
090
Domestic & Childcare

house-cleaning
Rentals'Cabins
753-6671

CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 9 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
WHITE satin wedding
dress
w/
capped
sleeves. size 16. $200
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM

270
Mobile Homes For Side
2005 CLOSE OUTS
Singlewides
anc
Doublewides - Buy
today
and
save
S1 000 s WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438
'83 River Oaks 14x72 2,
bedroom,' 2 bath
recently
remodeled.
Asking $7,000 OBO
Please call (270)7599956 or (270)227-2132
for more info.
20
REPOS
TO
CHOOSE FROM. SINGLES & DOUBLES!!:
Come pick out yours
today" 731-584-9430
JUST ANNOUNCED:
SO down available on
repos, No money down
& save thousands' Call
now, 731-584-9109
LAND HOME PACKAGES, MOVE
IN
TODAY All areas or
bring your deed for SO
down' 731-584-4926
EXTRA nice 14x56 2
BR 1 bath House type
furniture, outbuilding.
movable
carport,
decks. all electric Must
moved
South
be
Marshall
area
(270)527-2689
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-642-6447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths' Both priced in
the S50's Call 731642-6438 today,'

2BR.
2BA
(270)527-8808

S300

3BR.2BA
LARGE
$295 753-6012

LOTS for rent
9866

753-

iliP

perliamits For awl

1 and,2 BR furnished
apts. Coleman RE 759
4118

1992 16x80, 3-BR, 2
Bath. newly remod
eled
$10.000. Fo
appointment 293-7621
293-4711

1 BR. 1 year old, no
pets $300
deposit.(205)361-4763
(334)419-6066

REDUCED
3BR
mobile home and lot.
514.500 753-6012
.

1.2 & 3BR apts available Please call 7538221

4B • Saturday, November 26, 2005

CLASSIFIEDS

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

One and leolied
Ap'artnients
entral Heat and Ail
Accepting Applieations
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

FOR SALE

"We Specialize in Cleaning"

New construction in Murray Estates on
Thoroughbred 3.650 sq ft 4 bdr 3 bath
3 car garage Features hardwood, tile,
carpet floors, etc
Cell 270-753-3966 or 270-293-9747
for appointment.

Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
-Brick 'All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•ske r Hot Water *Parking
& Driveways

1. 2. 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
•1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer. $335
•213R, 1 Bath apt. kt,
appliances. w/d, $425
•1BR. 1 bath, with
study, w/d, $350
753-7559
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty 7534444
18R, all appliances
Oaks Apts starting at
5250 Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2 bedroom duplex. outlets for wed. C/H/A. all
appliances, no pets
Available
Dec
1
4270)436-5960
28R 1 SBA duplex
1411 Hillwood $450
per month 293-7738
2BR, 18A, $290 209
S 11th St 3 br 1 bath901 Sunny Lane $450
753-3415
28R. central gas heat,
central air $275 and
up, some with new carpet Coleman RE 7594118
FORREST
Vie'
Apartments 1213
16th St now acceptie ,
applications tor it.
apt, basic rent $330.
month
2
BR
Townhouse basic rent
'$36000 Call 753
1970 Leave Message
LIKE new 1 year old 1
bedroom. all appliances Available Dec
I Brooklyn Drive Call
270-436-4.182
---LIVE Oak
Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $34000
3BR $42500
$100 deposit special
tor"qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEAR university Like
new large 2BR. C/H/A
Low utilities, quiet,
$420 What you've
looking
for
been
(270)527-2284

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
5100 Deposit
1BR From $280
29R From $325
Call Today!
753-8888.
SMALL 1BR no pets
water paid 753-5980
VERY roomy, 2br.
2 bath. garage. CH/A,
All appliances. 1 year
lease. 1 month deposit
no pets 753-2905

i

gen For RIM

storage
1BA
28R
building 571 Kirksey
Highway, Highway 299
$300 a month plus
deposit
No
pets
References required
(2701898-2340
(270)994-3883
36R brick Sunroom
*Id hookup outside
storage No pets 7536931 293-6070

3BR, 2BA. C/H/A, w/d
hookup. near lake,
$550 a month. For
more information, call
1270)354-8456
or
(270)703-2523
IN Hazel, 413R, 28A
with large garage
Available now, $650
month 1st. last & security required (270)4928108

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
Units available 7532905 or 753-7536

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Sate & clean
'We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
STORAGE
RENTALS
•80.41 •ItS 's •I
628 South 1rd
(\ft %Ill I)
\1 1.1 42071
270 7,1-47ba

lirgli

mmercial Prot)
For Sale

Corner
Commercial
Lot
on Main Street.
near the
university.
Size 100 x 239'
Price $89.500

Call 753-5870
PARIS, TN Best location, court square, west
side 2 story. 2,500
sq ft
floor.
per
(270)489-2116 leave
message
EgealProp. For Rol
707 South 12th Street
South Center 700.
.1,000
1.200 sq ft
Available
September
Phone
753-1252 753-0606

NICE 28R duplex 7537457 or 436-6357

WALK
TO
-U
-1
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covered
picnic
area
$275imo unfurnished
$325mo nicely furnished 762-0991 or
'

38R. 2 bath, Camelo
Subdivision Available
immediately
$695
month (270)435-4602,
293-4602

COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3.000 sq. ft
restrooms,
CQ/1-4,
plenty
of
parking.
excellent location near
judicial building 404 N
4th St complex 7593772
VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres Office space, 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hos,
beam great lighting
extra large overhead
doors, excellent loca
lion Call 7..1.2905 0,

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

=L.
1-285 acres Owne
inancing
available
12701489-2116 leave
message
FOR sale duplex in
Northwood 598.000
293-1446

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
.Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

•

TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer
$125,000
270-7534109. 270-227-1545

LAM Property
WATERFRONT prop
erlyi KY's largest lakes
10 acres only $79.900
Ideal location, New to
market Won't last, Call
owner 270-924-4328
Acre491
12 wooded acres in
Calloway
County
Owner
says
sell
S35.000
Mill
Red
Realty 270-924-4112
Homes For Sale
FOR SALE
OR RENT:
20 beautiful acres.
House close to
Murray.
753-9075,
227-2193
BY owner, great location and neighborhood
Brick 3 BR. 2 bath
S146.000 759-2416
FOR Sale By Owner
Website
www homesbyowner c
om/Murray
HOUSES for sale in
newly developed subdivision Pick the lot
and house plan of your
choice and we build it
Houses
start
at
$70.000 for 1.200
square feet Pay after
completion
(3
months). Brian 9781323.
NEW 4.200 sq ft home
near Murray Picture
views 10 acre farm,
streams $168.000.by
owner 270-767-0958
270-519-8570
NEW, well built. 3 BR.
2 bath with ceramic,
hardwood. & carpet
floors Custom kitchen
cabinets., al/ appliances. nice lot. 293-1524
RANCH Style House &
10 5 acres. 1 mile from
SW school 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
30x40 heated shop, 4
staff horse barn 22x40
equipment
stied.
$224,900 Shown by
appointment 753-9212.
753-3992
SPACIOUS 4-BR
2 1/2 BATH.
Screened porch
unbelsevable storage
acre lot near town
361(48 metal
outbuilding
753-1040 293-9842

TOBACCO land and
barn for rent 489-2116

CI.L/SEL/UT
I.:!
r.

()Ct.
moil.- 4 wheel
ers reduced tii sty,435-4•458
Yamaha
ebu Low hrs original
tires & wheels, aluminum wheels. top,
winch. 57.200. Call
after 5. 227-2121

2003 Pleasure- Way
Model Excel- MP Van,
Motorhome,
only
12,000 miles. Like new.
must see Loaded with
extras, fully contained
including
generator.
Only $45.000. Call
270-753-0020 or. 270293-4814

AFFORDABLE
Tree
Service Topping, tree
removal and clean-up
Licensed and insured
Full line of equipment
270-247-2442
270
970-2322
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding.
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
Certified septic
installation
*Custom dozer
backhoe service
*Ponds
*Driveways
*Insured
753-9503. 978-0343

436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work
492-8888 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience Cali
Carters
A-1 Affordable Gutter
Cleaning Cleaning out
sheds, Junk clean up
436-2867
A-1 Joe Lamb's Tree
Service , Complete
removal trimming, etc
13 years experience
436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PARTS
('HAD B. HUGHES
22 YEARS EXPERIFACF
(270) 226-9398
(270)4924191
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

AAA Handyman
Electrical
plumbing.
carpentry, decks.
ceramic & floor tiles,
etc New, remodel 35
years
experience
Prompt, dependable
Free
estimates
(270)753-9210 anytime

ROY HOLLAND
AUTO REPAIR
Brakes, Tune-ups and
maintenance. Major &
111111104 engine repair,
Trans service &
Welding
(DO)489-2957

Check us out
on the Web!

ONJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438

AUTRY
ROOFING

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
additions, decks, roofing, floor covering,
landscaping. plumbing.
-FREE ESTIMATES
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertsonli9wk.net

fAPPF14;1". r

• 753-7728
DAVE'S LAWN CARE
Mulching
Gutter Cleaning
Bush Trimming
Other Services
227-8575

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding. firewood Insured. 4892839

Services Offered

1 lall s 1\ &stk.

hindgcnictit

• weekl,

picku
• local') iivinoitoperated

759-1151 • 293-27&3
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
*For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
*Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors shutters
'No lob too small
*Free estimates
753-8858

ELECTRICIAN
New Const./Remodel/
or trouble. Lic. and ins.
w' 30 yrs. exp. Call
753-7091
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and 270
519-8570

LEAF
REMOVAL
759-1289

ULM
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub &
tree trimming
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611

:1.t

l'SltIst
kl

°mord. k's
Itruor Parkrr
14.‘.4232
.2711 436-2'rA9
De/yr - .Irat Mier - (rucking
Vuswsl&
-

N1 I

'

.1-weriewl

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Direr
753-5827

PRECISE
Gemini & Roofing Coatrailort

MASTER Plumber.
Almost retired drains
cleared, plumbing fixtures
repaired
or
installed
(270)9780133

and Most Map Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 753-1713

New construction 8
remodels concrete,
replacement windows.
decks metal and shingle
roots and more

270-293-1899

WE SERVICE
All Maw Appliances

Calloway
METAL OF MURRAY
Trash Service
6" Continuous
MI LOWEST PRICE
Gutter, Hashing •RELIABLE
& Metal Roofing
MRATES AS LOW AS
Owner:
S15.11,10
Greg Haasfleld
761-3740 293-4045
(270) 2934410
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Horoscope

r 081

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Monday, Nov. 28, 2005:
You need to he ready for some
strong reactions this year. You
discmer that the status quo often
hien% s up in your face. Your
strengths are your inner resolve
and your method of_processing.
Don't hesitate to pull back and
think through a situation, no
matter when. Learn to use the
unexpected to see what works
and what doesn't work in your
life. If you are single, be cautious about anyone new entering
your life. Someone might be
emotionally unavailable. In
about 10 months. someone quite
special could enter your life. If
you are attached, your relationship will go through a change.
You will like your transformed.
hond much better. SCORPIO
understands you.
I'lw Stars Show the Kind of
1,41
Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:

ARIES (March 21-Apr11 19)
**** You might get a startling
insight that is a bit uncomfortable One-on-one relating draws
perspective
a
new
Read
between the lines. Get more
information Be willing to seek
out new insights. Tonight:
Discuss a problem.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*ar Ar A friend could go turncoat
on you when you least expect it
What is going on here? You
might have revealed more information than this person can handle. Be willing to let go. Another's

judgment might not be complete.
Tonight: Say less; listen more.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You need to pace yourself
and work less from nervous
energy. Everyone gets uptight
sometimes Why should you be
any different? What happens
could startle you, but at the
Same time, it might be quite
exciting. Tonight: Easy does it.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Though you have a creative alternative, others might
not be able to go along with it for
lack of understanding or openness. This situation provides a
challenge. Think of better, more
effective ways of communicating. Tonight: Work on getting
your message across
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Something a child or loved
one shares with you could jolt
you. Sometimes getting too comfortable and sharing a lot could
cause a. problem. You are coming from an anchored point of
view, even if you feel a bit shaky.,
Tonight. Happy at home.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You could be juggling far
too much, and what happens or
the situation that develops will
demonstrate this issue. Keep the
lines of communication open.
You might want to understand
more of where someone is coming from. Tonight: Make inquiries
discreetly.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** A financial matter might not
turn out the way you would like it
to. A misunderstanding could be
at the base of the problem. You
also might not be as adaptable
as you need 'to be Consider
being more flexible. Tonight: Be
honest about your vulnerabili-

ties.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Your personality helps
settle a problem that could
develop out of the blue. Avoid
risking or trying anything new:
events might not happen the
way you would like them to. Play
it conservatively. Tonight: As you
wish.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Trcie.21)
** Much might be revealed
right now. What you are saying
and doing might not conform to
the authentic you. A shake-up
could occur on a familial or secunty level. Tonight: Be willing to
admit when you are wrong.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Aim for what you want,
but be ready to focus your energy in another direction if need
be. Listen carefully to a friend
who tries Very hard to pitch in. As
a' team, you'll be unbeatable.
Choose your words with care.
Tonight: Let off some steam.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Someone you counted on
could be very depressing.
Visualize more of what you want.
Use care with spending; though,
should you feel lucky, buy a lottery ticket. Listen to news that

heads in your direction. Tonight:
Up late.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You have a way of jolting
authority figures. What is going
on might be a direct reflection of
what happens with you. your attitude or just who you are Detach
from the immediate scene and
be willing to look at yourself.
Tonight: Do neededresearch
BORN TODAY
TV host Jon Stewart (1962),
actress Hope Lange (1931), former Sen. Gary Hart (1936)
•••
Jacqueline Blgar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2005 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

To place
an ad call
753-1916

$100 OFF
'Your Choice Auto

Collision Deductible.
Receive $100 off your deductible
immediately and you could
qualify for $100 off each year
up to $500 total

Thurmond
INSURANCE & INVESTMENTS
1211-i I. CAN( MURI4SN'er

Call for info: 762.1030
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Does Your Computer Need A Chesk Up?

Ask the PC DOCTOR
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glad to help
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Call Classified
Advertising at

This space
could be yours
for $75
per month!
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SERVICES OFFERED

1996 extended cab 271 293-3807 or 2933910'

$75.00 per month
(Includes shopper)

om Oland

97 GMC Sierra, SWB
*03 Honda CRX150
753-2676

99 Dodge Ram pickie
White with topper Low
mileage, nice $6 500
293-9970

st."11
.

Run a lx1 ad in our
Classified section
for only
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Uasd Caro

2001 Chevy ext cab
loaded, new tires Mus
sell, $10.500 OBO
293-0398
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David Borders
(270) 527-7176 or 1270) 293-0939
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downtown
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starting at $200/mo
753-4109
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David's Cleaning
Services

1505 Diuguid Dnve • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
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BUYING
Scrap Metal • Aluminum Cans • Scrap Cars
'Will pick up cars

Roll-off Containers Available

Murray Ledger & Timi •

KEY AUTO PARTS

270-753-1916

1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH • 753-5562
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Mon.-Ihurs. 9-8, Fri. 9-s, Sat. 8-2
- 'Anson Ills i.j,• %lino% • 7.-0-767-11-ht.

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
'We Service 4
7.7 .7,
212 East Maki St. • 753-1586

LooldngBack
10 years ago
Navy Petty Officer Samuel L.
White, son of Buddy L. and Mary
L. White of Hazel, received the
Navy and Marine Achievement
Medal while serving as a crew
leader with the Naval- Mobile construction Battalion One. Gulfport.
Miss.
Births reported include a boy
to Lisa and Tony Brannon, Nov.
20.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Turner
will be married 50 years Dec. I.
20 years ago
Murray Independent School
District has received a $15,000
award for computer equipment and
materials from the Kentucky
Department of Education to implement the "Writing to Read" program developed by IBM Corp.
i nit) elementary classrooms.
Births reported include a girl
to Debora Kyle, Nov. 19. The
lather, Wesley Troy (Butch) Kyle,
died from injuries sustained in, a
traffic accident about 6 weeks
ago.
30 years ago
The Kentucky Department of
Parks has announced plans for the
construction of six tennis courts
at Kenlake State Resort Park.
Published is a picture of Faye
Wells of Murray and Norman Ivy
being presented CPS Certificates
by Hazel Finley. Kentucky Division President of the National Secretaries Association.

40 years ago
Prof. Robert Baar of the music
department of Murray State College. showed a film of the European. trip which the MSC A Cappella Choir made last summer at
a meeting of the Murray Lions
Club,
Callow County High School
Lakers won 76 to 67 over Lowes

Blue Devils in a basketball game.
Stan Key was high scdrer for the
Lakers.
50 years ago
Calloway County Soil Improvement Association was broken into
last night sometime after midnight
and approximately $900 was taken
from the safe, according to Calloway County Sheriff Brigham
Futrell.
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
a Christmas Bazaar on Dec. 10
in the basement of First Methodist
Church.
60 years ago
The new stove plant under construction in Murray will be known
as Murray Manufacturing Company. according • to Robert M.
Lamb, general manager.
Published is a picture of the
Murray State College Symphony
Orchestra and the 325 members
of All Calloway County High
School Chorus from Almo; Faxon,
Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn Grove and
New Concord High Schools as
they presented a concert on Nov.
18. Price Doyle was the director.
Mary Elizabeth Roberts, director
of music at Murray High School,
was the accompanist.
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president
of Murray State College, said the
regents had authorized the college to acquire from 36 to 50
portable family unit homes from
the government to be used to
house student war veterans and
their families.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Roberts
were married 50 years Nov. 19.
The Rev. Buron Richerson is
the pastor of Spring Creek Baptist Church.
White Lily flour, 5-pound bag,
is advertised at 33 cents in the
ad for Swann's Grocery.

DEAR ABBY: A few years
ago, my father died at the age
of 58. My mother has not
taken it well. Although she went
through grief counseling, she
did not benefit from it. Abby,
she acts as
if my father
is still alive,
that he has
gone on a
trip and will
return at any
time. She is
also becoming increasDear Abby ingly unstable. If told
truth
the
By Abigail
about Dad's
Van Buren
death, she
throws a fit.
Lately, my mother has
become more violent, leaving
bruises on her victims. I love
Mother very much, but not
only has she injured me, she
has attacked her grandchildren
as well. My husband says we
should just leave her in the
house to die. We do not have
the money to put her in a
home, and if we did, she'd
refuse to leave the home Dad
built.
What can I do about my
out-of-control mother? -- WORRIED SICK IN TEXAS
DEAR WORRIED SICK:
From your description of her
behavior, your mother may be
mentally ill. Tell her again that
your father is dead. If she
assaults you again, call the

In 1832. public streetcar service began in New York City. The
fare: 12 1/2 cents.
In 1940, the half million Jews
of Warsaw, Poland, were forced
by the Nazis to live within a
walled ghetto.
In 1942, the motion picture
"Casablanca," starring Humphrey
Bogart and Ingrid Bergman. had
its world premiere at the Hollywood Theater in New York.
In 1950. China entered the Kore-

an conflict, launching a counteroffensive against soldiers from the
United Nations, the U.S. and South
Korea.
In 1%5, France launched its
first satellite, sending a 92-pound
capsule into orbit.
In 1973, President Nixon's personal secretary, Rose Mary Woods,
told a federal court that she'd
accidentally caused part of the 18
1/2-minute gap in a key Watergate tape.

police. Tell them this isn't the
first time it has happened and
that she has also assaulted the
children. If someone is a danger to himself or others, then
that person can be hospitalized for a short period of
observation by mental health
professionals. And that could
be what saves your mother,
who appears to be in serious
need of professional help.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 53year-old child (some child!).
My mother was always verbally and emotionally abusive.
Although my parents lived only
seven miles away, I didn't visit
very often because she would
browbeat me.
Dad passed away two
months ago. My mother doesn't drive. I can see that Mother is counting on me to take
her everywhere on my days
off, which are always in the
middle of the week. I do shift
work and have a husband and
a household to run. I also need
a little time to myself.
Am I being selfish to expect
my mother to find alternative
transportation? She is very
involved in civic affairs and
claims she has many friends
who would help her, but I see
no one coming forward. Please
don't suggest other relatives.
Mother has burned too many
bridges, and no one wants the
job.
I am getting angry and also
feeling guilty, but I do not
want to be at her beck and
call because her cruelty toward
me is continuing. -- MISERABLE IN MINNESOTA
DEAR MISERABLE: You
do not have to tolerate verbal
abuse. Start checking around
your community to gee if there
are any low-cost transportation services for seniors sponsored by the city or senior
centers. If no services are available, your mother may have
to relocate in order to avail
.herself of public transportation.
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WELL, OBVIOUSLY SHE HAS
MORE TIME ON HER HANDS

OMY IS YOUR ROOM
ALWAYS SUCH A MESS?

Chest bumps might be
hormone issue

Widow violently denies the
death of her husband

Todayinflistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday. Nov. 26,
the 330th day of 2005. There are
35 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 26, 1942. President
Roosevelt ordered nationwide gasoline rationing, beginning Dec. I.
On this date:
In 1825, the first college social
fraternity. Kappa Alpha, was
formed at Union College in Schenectady, N.Y.
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DEAR ABBY: 1 work in
an office where one co-worker constantly whistles. It's
extremely distracting to all of
us in the office while we're
working, but we don't know
bow to approach this, individual and say, Can you please
stop whistling while you
work?"
Please help us stop this
daily annoyance. We need
FRUSTRATED
-relief
OFFICE GIRLS, CLARKS
SUMMIT, PA.
DEAR OFFICE GIRLS:
Because you can't bring yourselves to approach the offender directly, try this: The next
time the offender starts
whistling, offer the person a
plate of crackers.

DEAR DR. GOTT: My son
is 22 years old. He has always
had little "bumps" on his nipples that bother him tremendously. He
works out at
gym
the
five tunes
week, and
does
the ,
"Pec" exercises, but
these
"bumps"
Dr. Gott don't seem
to go away.
Is there anyBy
Dr. Peter Gott thing, short
of surgery,
that can help this condition? I
keep telling him it's hereditary, but I hope I am wrong.
He just won't go outside without a shirt -- even swimming.
DEAR READER: Although
sensitive and prominent nipples are common in adolescents -- and, often in middleaged men -- the fact that your
son's life is being adversely
affected is important.
I recommend that a referral to an endocrinologist who
will examine and test him, to
make sure he doesn't have an
estrogen-producing tumor. I
believe this is too unlikely in
a healthy, 22-year-old male,
but in situations such as these,
all the t's need to be crossed
and the i's dotted.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
a problem. I never noticed this
subject in your column before.
Some years ago. I worked at
a nursing home and a resident
there had scabies. I came in
contact with her, and -- you

guessed it -- I got it. Well, I
still have those ugly scars on
my back. I used lots of OTC,
creams to fade the spots. Do
you or your readers have any,
suggestions on how to get nd•
of these unsightly scars?
DEAR READER: Rashes
caused by the. itch mite are
rarely severe enough to cause
scarring or disfiguration. As a
general rule, scabies is treated with a variety of anti-mite
preparations, such as NIX.
Because you apparently had
a serious case of scabies that
left you with residuals. I suggest a visit to a dermatologist
who can provide counsel about
appropriate therapy.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I enjoy
your column and learn from
it.
I discovered that you have
written a couple of books:
"Live Longer, Live Better" and
"No House Calls."
Since I like your column.
I thought I would go to the
library and check out your
books.
For some reason, our library
doesn't have either one. I then
decided to see how much they
cost at the local bookstore. They
didn't have them, either, but I
found "Live Longer, Live Better" on the Internet. I "bit the
bullet" and ordered it. However, they couldn't find "No
House Calls." Could you tell
me how I can obtain the book?
DEAR READER: "No
House Calls," which I wrote
in the 1980s, is out of print
but might be found at a usedbook dealer.

ContractBridge
Evasive Tactics
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
+94
VA K
•A .1 7 4
46J 8 5 3 2
EAST
WEST
•Q .1 10 2
•A 8 5 3
It/ 8 6 5
WO .1 94 3
+65 •9 2
•K 9 7
•l06
SOUTH
•K 7 6
V72
_l_K_Q 10_83.
• Q4
The bidding:
East
North
West
South
Pass
2+
Pass
I•
Pass
4•
3•
Pass
5•
Opening lead— queen of hearts.
Three notrump played by South
would have been a far better contract, but the was the bidding went.
South wound up at five diamonds.
North would have done better to bid
three hearts over three clubs at his
second turn in an effort to sound out
the possibility of game in notrump.
Had he done this. South would have
been able to bid three notrump to
arrive at the best contract.
West led the queen of hearts
against five diamonds, and South had

to play very carefully to get home
safely. Eleven tricks were far from
certain when dummy first appeared.
The danger was that East would win
a club trick at some point and shift to
a spade, defeating the contract if
West had the ace of spades.
Faced with this threat, declarer
did all he could to avert it. He won
the heart in dummy and cashed the
king and ace of diamonds. lie then
led a low club and finessed the
queen, hoping it would lose to the
king ---- but it didn't.'
If South had now cashed the ace
of clubs .in the hope of catching the
king, he would have gone down one.
But he realized there was a chance of
making the contract even if East had
started with three clubs to the king.
Accordingly, he entered dummy
with a heart and led another low
club. When East followed with the
nine, - South ducked and was
rewarded for his care when West was
forced to win the trick with the ten.
West could then do no better than
cash his ace of spades. and South
made five diamonds as a result.
It is interesting to note that West
could have defeated the contract by
dropping the ten of clubs on the
queen the first time clubs were led.
but this play. it should be stated, is
much easier to make on paper than at
the table.
si
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WHAT A WONDERFUL
AMBITiON, JON!
SAY, GO FOR IT!

1 Nick or scratch
4 Build an
appetite
8 Goddess
of victory
12 Classified wd
13 Time long past
14 Wild goat
15 Off-road
vehicle
17 Came in first
18 Movie theater
19 Mouse
catchers
21 Ants at a picnic
22 Veldt grazers
25 Get tangled
26 - - for keeps
27 More agile
30 Hodges
of baseball
31 Soak in the tub
33 Sweater sz
35 Badge wearer
37 Jetty
38 'Nightmare"
street

0
3
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i.26

39 Fairly
41 Type of canoe
44 Shaggy flowers
45 Internet sutler
46 Relatives
47 Ballet costume
51 Lunar valley
52 Black as night
54 Extremely thick
mist
55 Actress
Tyne 56 Japanese soup
57 Sigh of delight

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Army VIP
Tarzan's nanny
Hwy.
Cheyenne's st
Bays at the
moon
Mythical archer
Gymnasts
goal
Fine point
Long-billed
wader
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10 Superman,
incognito
11 Ballot marks
16 After-dinner
wine
20 Neighbo of ID

21 Fix potatoes
22 Quick turn
23 Sooner city
24 Liver secretion
25 Radar meas
27 Pigpen
28 Discharge
• 29 Tackle-box
item
31 Largeness
of size
• 32 Midnight teller
34 Kind of humor
36 Like nacre
37 Furtive
whisper
39 Chinese boats
40 Doubtful
answer
41 Turkish native
42 Where
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Mongolia is
4,3 Bellow
44 1960s fashion
46 Actress
- Basinger
48 ET craft
49 As well as
50 Yuckl
53 Attention
getter
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Traditional
treats at
holiday times
keep the
memories
sweet.

Prize Cookies
Prep Time: 15 minutes
Cook Time: 10 minutes
Makes about 6 1/2 dozen cookies
1 cup shortening
11/2 cups sugar
3 eggs
3 cups all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 (9-ounce) package None Such
Condensed Mincemeat.
crumbled
Quick Frosting (optional,
recipe follows)
I. Preheat oven to 375°F. In large bowl,
beat shortening and sugar until fluffy.'
Add eggs; beat well. Stir together dry
ingredients. Gradually add to shortening
mixture; mix Well. Stir in mincemeat.
2. Drop by rounded teaspoonfuls, 2 inches
apart, onto greased baking sheets. Bake
8 to 10 minutes or until lightly browned.
Cool. Frost with Quick Frosting
(optional).
Quick Frosting: In small bowl, beat
3 cups confectioners' sugar. 3 tablespoons
softened butter or margarine and 3 tablespoons water until well blended.
Tip: For more cake-like cookies, substitute I 1/3 cups (one-half 27-ounce jar)
None Such Ready-to-Use Mincemeat .
(Regular or Brandy & Rum)for condensed
mincemeat.

FAMILY FEATURES MITI ,R1S1 S1 "Dl( ATE

ike pictures in a scrapbook,
homemade goodies capture
happy family memories of
special holiday times.
Recipes help us pass along our stories
by coming out each year with the flour
and the nuts and the baking sheets, to
he shared and savored along with
warm kitchen smells.
From the moment the air turns crisp
in the fall through v.inter's blankets of
snow, groups want to gather — to give
thanks. to celebrate yuletide and to
toast the new year. With each occasion.
whether it's dinncir with all the trimmings or a simple. casual spread. the
Perfect V.a to stir up new memories is
to seal the meal with sweet treats.
Sweetened condensed milk and
---mtricenwat are reliable dessert helpers
and key _staples in any pantry. At a
momeni't notice, they're on holiday
duty and you're ready to greet guests
with the sweet aromas of the holiday..

L

Almond Praline
Cheesecake

Perfect Pumpkin Pie
Prep Time: 15 minutes
Bake Time: 50 to 55 minutes
Makes one(9-inch) pie
1 (15-ounce) can pumpkin (2 cups)
1 (14-ounce) can Eagle Brand Sweetened Condensed
Milk(NOT evaporated milk)
2 eggs
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon ground ginger
1/2 teaspoon ground nutmeg
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 )9-inch) unbaked pie crust •
I. Preheat oven to 425'F. Whisk pumpkin, sweetened condensed
milk, eggs, spices and salt in medium bowl until smooth. Pour
into crust. Bake 15 minutes.
2. Reduce oven temperature to 350°F and continue baking 35 to
40 minutes or until knife inserted I inch from crust comes out
clean. Cool. Garnish as desired. Store leftovers covered in
refrigerator.

From top: Prize Cookies,
Perfect Pumpkin Pie,
Almond Praline Cheesecake, Festive Fudge and
Apple Mince Pie

lime.. I. minutes
(s,I, Time. 60 minutes
tfai,cs one (9-ineli I cheesecake
3/4 cup graham cracker crumbs
1/2 cup slivered almonds, toasted and finely chopped
1/4 cup firmly packed brown sugar
114 cup butter or margarine, melted
3 Ot-ouncei packages cream cheese. softened
14-ouncei can Eagle Brand Sweetened Condensed
Milk NO1 evaporated milki
3 eggs
1 teaspoon almond extract
Almond Praline Topping (recipe follows)
I Preheat oven to .100 F. Combine graham cracker crumbs.
almonds, sugar and butter: press firmly on bottom of 9-inch
springtomi pan.
2 In large bowl, heat cream cheese until fluffy. Gradually beat
in sweetened condensed milk until smooth. Add eggs and
almond eXtract: mix well Pour into prepared pan. Bake 55
to 60 minutes or until center is set. Cool. Top with Almond
Praline Topping. Chill. Store leftovers covered in refrigerator.

FUDG

Almond Praline Topping
1/3 cup dark brown sugar
1/3 cup whipping cream
1/2 cup slivered almonds, toasted
I In small saucepan. combine brown sugar and whipping cream.
Cook and stir until sugar dissolves. Simmer 5 minutes or until
thickened. Remove from heat: stir in almonds. Spoon evenly
over cheesecake

Holiday giftsfmm your kitchen sueeten
the year-round gift offriendship.
3 cups(18 ounces)semi-sweet
chocolate chips
1 (14-ounce) can Eagle Brand
Sweetened Condensed Milk
(NOT evaporated,milk)
Dash salt
1/2 to 1 cup chopped nuts
(optional)
1 1/2 teaspoons vanilla extract
In heavy saucepan. over low heat. melt
chocolate chips with sweetened condensed milk and salt. Remove from
heat: stir in nuts (optional) and vanilla.'
Spread evenly into wax paper-lined
8- or 9-inch square pan. Chill 2 hours or until firm. Turn
fudge onto cutting board; peel off paper and cut into squares.
Store leftovers covered in refrigerator. Makes about 2 pounds

Apple Mince Pie
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cook time: 35 minutes
.Wakes one(9-inch)pie
Pastry for 2-crust pie
3 medium all-purpose apples, cored, pared and
think sliced
3 tablespoons flour
2 tablespoons butter or margarine. melted
I 127-ounce jar None Such Ready -to-l•se Mincemeat
Regular or Brand, & Rum,
I egg yolk plus 2 tablespoons water toptionali
I Place rack in lower half Ot oven, preheat oven to 425-E
In large howl. toss apples with flour and butter: turn into
prepared crust. Spoon mincemeat evenly over apple mixture
Cover with top crust, cut slits near center. Seal and flute.
Brush egg mixture over 'crust optional t
2 Bake 10 minutes. Reduce oven temperature to 375°F: bake
25 minutes longer or until golden. Cool. Garnish as desired.

For more easy desserts, visit
www.eaglebrand.com and
ww.eaglenonesuch.com

rip: To substitute condensed mincemeat for ready -to-use mincemeat. crumble I (9-ounce) package None Such Condensed
Abraemeat into small saucepan. add 3/4 cup water. Boil briskly
I minute. CoOl. Proceed as recipe'directs:
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